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ABSTRACT 
I 
The purpose of this study is to test the validity of the \1ERDICT taxonomy, to evaluate its 
suitability when categorizing a large collection of com~uter vulnerabilities, and to assess the 
effectiveness of this taxonomy when applied to an emerging technology. To test the 
taxonomy, a database was created consisting of 422 vulnerabilities that have been recorded 
by the Computer Emergency Response Team (CERT), a major reporting center for Internet 
security problems. The analysis and findings of the computer vulnerability database are 
discussed in detail. The study demonstrated that by re~olving a few fundamental issues, the 
majority of computer systems vulnerabilities could be tddressed. Applying the taxonomy to 
a new technology, mobile ad hoc networks, identified areas of vulnerabilities and provided a 
framework for solving its security vulnerabilities. 
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1. THESIS OUTLINE 
Lough's dissertation [Lough 2001] included an argument for and an explanation of his 
taxonomy of computer attacks which he called VERDICT, short for Validation, Exposure, 
Randomness, and Deallocation improper conditions taxonomy. Although Lough did an 
outstanding job in laying the arguments for the creation of the VERDICT taxonomy, there 
was no extensive testing of the methodology nor was there an attempt to apply the taxonomy 
on a large number of documented vulnerabilities collected by various organizations in order 
to further support the argument for the use of his VERDICT taxonomy. 
This work will attempt to test Lough's VERDICT taxonomy against computer vulnerabilities 
that have been recorded by the Computer Emergency Response Team (CERT), a major 
reporting center for Internet security problems. The first question that this work will answer 
is: "Can the recorded computer vulnerabilities be categorized using Lough's VERDICT 
taxonomy?" The second question that this study will answer is: "What are the vulnerabilities 
discovered by applying Lough's VERDICT taxonomy on an emerging technology such as 
mobile ad hoc networks (MANET)?" 
Chapter 2 will discuss definitions and requirements of taxonomies in general. Sections 2.1 
and 2.2 will give a short description of taxonomies, in addition to the requirements. These 
sections will also explain what taxonomies are according to previous research in this field. 
Sections 2.3 and 2.4 will describe in detail the VERDICT taxonomy as presented in Lough's 
dissertation [Lough 2001]. 
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Chapter 3 will explain the methodology used to analyze the list of computer vulnerabilities 
provided by the CERT organization. It will also explain how Lough's VERDICT Taxonomy 
is applied to the computer vulnerabilities. Sections 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3 will give an overview of 
the different Vulnerabilities this study will examine. Sections 3.4 and 3.5 will explain the 
methodology used in analyzing the data 
Chapter 4 will test Lough's VERDICT methodology against the computer vulnerabilities 
data that is available. The chapter will also give the results ofLough's VERDICT analysis 
and will provide an answer to the previously mentioned question, which is: "Can all 
computer attacks be broken into the VERDICT taxonomy as it is claimed in Lough's 
dissertation [Lough 2001 ]?" 
Chapter 5 will focus on Lough's VERDICT taxonomy in relationship to MANET. Since an 
important part of this study is testing Lough's VERDICT taxonomies against mobile ad hoc 
networks (MANET), Section 5.1 will describe the MANET and the different protocols used 
as presented in previous literature. Section 5.2 will apply the taxonomy over MANET by 
listing threats identified by implementing Lough's VERDICT taxonomy to MANET. This 
chapter will also provide an answer to the second question of this study, which is: "What are 
the vulnerabilities that could be found when Lough's VERDICT methodology is applied to 
MANET?" 
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2. TAXONOMIES AND LITERATURE SURVEY 
2.1 Characteristics and requirements of taxonomies 
"The first step in wisdom is to know the things themselves; this notion consists in having a 
true idea of the objects; objects are distinguished and known by classifying them 
methodically and giving them appropriate names. Therefore, classification and name giving 
will be the foundation of our science." [Linnaeus 1735, as quoted in Lindqvist 1997] 
Knowing your enemy is the first step toward winning the war. The amount of attacks, threats 
and vulnerabilities launched against computer systems have made it very clear that computer 
security professionals are in a war for the protection and the assurance of those computer 
systems. In the field of computer security there is a great need to know and understand the 
threats facing computer systems. This study's goal is to help in satisfying the need to 
understand those threats. 
Threats have traditionally been categorized into three areas: attacks against integrity, attacks 
against confidentiality, and attacks against availability. Although those categories still hold 
as the basic categories being used in research and text books [Pfleeger 1997], the tremendous 
growth in the use of computer systems have brought thousands of attacks against different 
parts of the computer systems. These new attacks can no longer fit into one of the three 
commonly known attack categories. 
An example that clearly illustrates the need for more comprehensive taxonomy of computer 
attacks was mentioned in Edward G. Amorso's book entitled "Fundamentals of Computer 
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Security Technology" [Amoroso 1994). The example goes like this. Suppose that an 
intruder connected remotely to some system and used the system for browsing, storage or 
whatever. This type of attack clearly doesn't fall into any of the three traditional categories 
of vulnerabilities. The intruder didn't threaten the availability of the services, nor did he/she 
compromise the integrity or the confidentiality of the data. 
Better understanding of vulnerabilities is needed and many researchers including Lough 
[Lough 2001] have proposed means and methods for a more comprehensive vulnerabilities 
taxonomy, which will be explained later in the chapter. First, it is necessary to examine the 
characteristics and requirements of taxonomies. The information in this section has been 
compiled by reviewing literature in the area of taxonomies. 
Amorso [ 1994] has provided us with a set of principles to consider when evaluating or 
selecting a taxonomy. The first factor is completeness. The proposed categories in the 
taxonomy should be accompanied with evidence that all potential threats are accounted for, 
and that threats should be able to clearly fit into a category. Furthermore, the completeness 
of the taxonomy should not be achieved by simply adding a category for others or 
miscellaneous. Adding categories should be justifiable by the large number of attacks or 
potential attacks that would fit into the categories. 
The second characteristic for a well-designed taxonomy is appropriateness. Amorso [1994] 
asserted that that attack taxonomy should characterize the attacks to the target system. That 
is, a taxonomy should not include assumptions that are valid for only a limited number of 
systems. Since their existence in some systems would invalidate the fundamental structure of 
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a taxonomy. Therefore, a tradeoff will happen between a very system specific taxonomy that 
should not be used in other systems and more general taxonomies that would be less effective 
when applied to some systems because of the taxonomy's broad generalizations. 
The final characteristic of attack taxonomy as presented by Amorso is the internal vs. 
external threats. In other words the taxonomy should discriminate against insider attacks and 
attacks initiated by outsiders. Identifying attacks launched by outsiders will aid in 
conducting a comprehensive security perimeter analysis. 
Matt Bishop in his presentation to the National Information Systems Security Conference 
(NISSC) panel on Vulnerabilities Project [Bishop 1996] added some requirements that a 
taxonomy should satisfy. Bishop called those requirements "the requirements for 
classification system". First, the taxonomy should be flexible. The taxonomy must be 
implantable on different environments, needs, and systems. Second, the taxonomy should be 
extensible. The taxonomy should be able to withhold the test of computer attack innovations 
and the test ohime. New attacks on systems should not cause the taxonomy to collapse. 
Third, the taxonomy should be useful. The designer of the taxonomy could easily place 
previously unknown attacks and vulnerabilities into the taxonomy's categories. However, 
the question is could this taxonomy be of use to anybody else. Will the vulnerabilities that 
are based on criteria not known to the designers be found and categorized easily? 
2.2 Taxonomies in the literature 
Work on taxonomies of computer attacks have been pioneered by Lackey [1974], Neumann 
and Parker [1989], Brinkley and Schell [1995], Lindqvist and Jonsson [1997], Jayaram and 
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Morse [1997], and Lough [2001]. Understanding of taxonomies in general and specifically 
Lough's VERDICT taxonomy requires an overview of their work in the field of computer 
security taxonomy. 
Neumann and Parker [1989] developed nine categories and classes of computer misuse on 
the bases of data collected over a period of 20 years. The Neumann and Parker classes are 
listed in Appendix A, Table Al. The classification covers almost all known weakness and 
vulnerabilities. The classification technique is not mutually exclusive. A threat could be 
classified in more than one category. 
Lindqvist and Jonsson [1997] broadened the Neumann and Parker model by expanding some 
categories of the Neumann and Parker model of computer misuse as shown in Appendix A, 
Table A2. More importantly, Lindqvist and Jonsson introduced the concept of dimension 
[Lindqvist 1997]. Dimension is an attribute chosen as the basis of classification. Dimension 
means that there could be more than one possibility for attribute. For example, the system 
component that was attacked; the intent of the attacker; the technique used in the attack; the 
reason why the exploited flaw is present in the system; and the outcome of the intrusion, etc. 
Furthermore, Lindqvist and Jonsson [1997] accurately stated that finding the actual flaw that 
will lead to an accurate assignment of a dimension is not an easy task. Suppose an attacker 
gains access to an encrypted passwords file, then tries a dictionary attack on the file and finds 
a password. The writers ask, "What is the vulnerability that makes this attack possible?" Is it 
the fact that any user can read an encrypted password file, or is it the poor choice of 
passwords so they could easily be broken? As evident from the example given above, 
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determining the vulnerability and thus classifying it is not an easy task. The concept of 
dimension is an important one since Lough's VERDICT taxonomy is based on this concept. 
Jayaram and Morse [Jayaram 1997] developed a taxonomy that has five taxonomy categories 
or classes of computer threat as were called by Jayaram and Morse. The five classes of 
computer threats are: physical, system weak spots, maligned programs, access rights, and 
communication based. 
Lough [2001] combined Jayaram and Morse taxonomy to Neumann and Parker taxonomy 
and explained how the categories of both taxonomies mapped to each other. For example, 
vulnerabilities such as a theft of components or impersonation could be mapped in Jayaram 
and Morse's physical categories and Neumann and Parker's External or Hardware misuse 
categories. Many of the categories in Neumann and Parker, Jayaram and Morse, Lindqvist 
and Jonsson, and other taxonomies have similar characteristics and can be matched. Lough 
[2001] showed how other categories are mapped to each other proving the similarity of the 
taxonomies discussed above and the possibility of merging them into one taxonomy. 
Finally, a major part ofLough's VERDICT taxonomy is based on a computer attack 
taxonomy dealing primarily with computer system integrity flaws. The first taxonomy is the 
Research in Secure Computer Systems (RISOS) computer integrity flaws categories [Abbott 
1976]. The second taxonomy is the Protection Analysis project taxonomy [Bisbey 1978]. 
Both taxonomies are briefly discussed below. 
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Part of the Research in Secured Operating System (RISOS) was the development of seven 
categories for operating system integrity flaws listed in Appendix A, Table A3. Only 
categories 1 and 2 are discussed here for their relevance to this study. 
The first category of operating system integrity flaws is Incomplete Parameter Validation. 
When a parameter passed between the process and routine, it should be validated for ranges, 
access rights to associated storage locations and consistency among parameters [ Abbott 
1976]. Incomplete Parameter Validation happens when the parameters are not adequately 
validated. 
The second RISOS integrity error is Inconsistent Parameter Validation. The Inconsistent 
Parameter Validation happens when all the passed parameters are not checked consistently 
i.e. in the same way. If parameters are checked differently, problems may occur. 
The first two flaws for the most part dealt with Validation, which ultimately became the first 
part of Lough's VERDICT taxonomy. It is explained further in Section 2.4. 
The Protection Analysis taxonomy consists of ten error types listed in Appendix A, Table 
A4. The Validation, Exposure and Deallocation categories of Lough's VERDICT taxonomy 
are based in part on the second, third and eighth categories of the Protection Analysis 
taxonomy. More details about the relationship between RISOS, Protection Analysis and 
Lough's VERDICT are presented in the following sections. 
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2.3 The grounds for distinction in Lough's VERDICT 
The grounds for distinction are an important issue for any computer attack taxonomy. The 
grounds for distinction or the fundamental divide is the method of classifying each item with 
respect to the taxonomy's categories. There are two ways to represent items in a taxonomy: a 
tree structure and a flat or characteristics structure. 
The tree structure is will suited for classifying items such as different varieties of a similar 
group, software programs, or computer systems. The tree structure is not well suited to 
classify security vulnerabilities because a vulnerability could be a combination of multiple 
flaws which makes it hard to place the attack or vulnerability into one and only one category. 
It is helpful to think of a characteristics structure taxonomy of security vulnerabilities in the 
same manner we might think of a taxonomy of human diseases and illness. An example of 
an illness that might help understand characteristics structure taxonomy is a disease called 
Allergic Granulomatosis, a serious disease with unknown triggers. The disease is 
characterized by asthma, transient pulmonary infiltrates, hypereosinophilia, and a systemic 
vasculitis [E-medicine 2002]. Classifying such disease using the traditional tree structure, 
and based on the symptoms of the disease will place the illness "vulnerability" into a limited 
category that does not represent the accurate state of the illness in relation to the different 
categories. 
Lough's VERDICT taxonomy is not a tree structure taxonomy. Rather it is a characteristics 
structure taxonomy, where one or more characteristic combines to form the classification. 
Furthermore, one or more of the characteristics of the taxonomy could be linked together to 
describe the item being classified. 
2.4 Lough's VERDICT Taxonomy 
Lough's VERDICT taxonomy is based on finding similarities and eliminating redundancies 
among taxonomies mentioned in the previous sections, especially the ones dealing with 
operating systems errors such as the RISOS and the protection analysis taxonomies. 
Although Lough [2001, p148] has stated that "(VERDICT is) superior to other computer 
attack taxonomies, including those with operating system integrity flaws." I would like to 
stress that this study is not validating or dismissing this claim. The main objective here is to 
find out whether or not Lough's VERDICT taxonomy will capture all the vulnerabilities 
mentioned in the CERT database. 
Lough's VERDICT is a new comprehensive computer attack taxonomy developed by Lough 
[2001] and derived from past taxonomies. Some of those past taxonomies are mentioned in 
the previous section. The word VERDICT is an acronym of the four causes of computer 
security errors: Validation, Exposure, Randomness, and Deallocation. Those four categories 
are the building blocks for describing any vulnerability. Vulnerability could be the result of 
one or more of the four categories explained below. 
Lough's VERDICT taxonomy's Validation category is based on the Protection Analysis 
validation of operands, queue management dependencies, RISOS Incomplete parameter 
validation, Violable prohibition and inconsistent parameter validation. 
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The second category ofLough's VERDICT taxonomy, Exposure, is founded on the 
protection analysis's exposed representations, and to some extent on RISOS Implicit sharing 
of privileged / confidential data. 
The Randomness category is founded on the research done by Venema [1996]. In the 
Venema paper it was shown that the lack of randomness is a cause of security vulnerabilities. 
Finally, the fourth error type in Lough's VERDICT taxonomy, Deallocation, is based on the 
residual category developed by Bisbey and Hollingworth as part of the protection analysis 
taxonomy [Bisbey 1978]. More information about this category ofLough's VERDICT is in 
Section 2.4.4 
To further understand Lough's VERDICT taxonomy, the link between past taxonomies and 
Lough's VERDICT taxonomy is examined in the section below. In particular the relationship 
between the RISOS taxonomy, the protection analysis taxonomy and Lough's VERDICT 
taxonomy will be discussed. 
2. 4.1 Validation 
Validation of operands is the second category of errors developed by Bisbey and 
Hollingworth [1978] as part of the Protection Analysis taxonomy. This category of 
protection analysis errors is the basis for the Validation category in Lough's VERDICT 
taxonomy. Validation of operands is described as "Within an operating system, numerous 
operators are responsible for maintaining the system's database and for changing the 
protection state of processes or objects known to the system. Many of those operators are 
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critical in the sense that if invalid or unconstrained data are presented to them, a protection 
error results." [Bis bey 1978] 
Improper validation is when any of the following occur: 1- a superior process does not 
adequately validate parameter attributes. 2- a superior process doesn't properly reiterate 
parameter validation. 3 a superior process validates a parameter under some but not all 
conditions of invocation [Konigsford 1976]. 
Examples of improper validation with regard to operating systems are illustrated in 
[Konigsford 1976] and repeated in [Lough 2001.] The first example is where a system 
routine does not adequately validate parameter attributes. As it is the case when a system 
routine validates that the lower bound of a user's buffer lies within storage to which the user 
is authorized access, but neglects to verify that the upper bound also lies within authorized 
storage. 
The second example is when a system routine does not properly reiterate parameter 
validation as in a chained list of 1/0 commands, where only the first 1/0 command is verified 
or all but the last 1/0 command are verified. 
The third example of improper validation also illustrated by [Konigsford 1976] and repeated 
in [Lough 2001] is when a system routine validates a parameter under some conditions, but 
does not validate the parameter under all conditions of the invocation. As it is the case when 
a control program service routine adequately verifies parameters when directly invoked by a 
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user, but not when a user's parameters are indirectly passed to the first service routine by a 
second service routine. 
2.4. 2 Exposure 
The Exposure category ofLough's VERDICT taxonomy is based on the Exposed 
Representations Protection Analysis error category. Bisbey and Hollingworth explained the 
Exposed Representations error as: "To each user, an operating system presents an abstract 
machine consisting of the hardware user instruction set plus the pseudo-instructions provided 
through the supervisor call/invocation mechanism. The pseudo-instructions, in general, 
allow the user to manipulate abstract objects for which representations and operations are not 
provided in the basic hardware instruction set. Inadvertent exposure by the system of the 
representation of the abstract object, the primitive instructions which implement the pseudo-
instructions or the data structures involved in the manipulations of the abstract object can 
sometimes result in protected information being made accessible to the user, thereby 
resulting in a protection error." [Bisbey 1978, p20] 
2. 4. 3 Randomness 
The Randomness category is based on the research done by Venema in [Venema 1996] 
where it was shown that the lack of randomness is a cause of security vulnerabilities. 
Lough explains Randomness as follows [Lough 2001, p158]. 
Randomness is one of the fundamental pillars of cryptography. Without having a 
random source, certain aspects of cryptography such as nonces will not work. It is 
very difficult to generate a truly random number on a computer; thus, pseudo-random 
numbers are used. Simple (but breakable) generators are calculated using a number 
as a seed and reiterating a polynomial formula to generate the next number in the 
sequence. These numbers will repeat because of the modulus in the generator 
formula. 
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He continues: 
Venema discusses non-randomness in selecting Kerberos keys (version 4) and in the 
X Window system 's of authenticating using predictable random numbers. Both 
Kerberos version 4 and XDM (X Windows graphical login tool) use the non-random 
values of the time of day or the system 's process id as their "random " value. He 
says, "In order to generate a secret password you need a secret to begin with." By 
using the non-random items, the "security "of the key is negated. 
2. 4. 4 Deallocation 
Residual is the third category of errors developed by Bisbey and Hollingworth [Bisbey 1978] 
and is the basis for Deallocation, the fourth error type in Lough's VERDICT taxonomy. The 
residual error category is broken into three sub categories: Access residuals, Composition 
residuals, and Data residuals. Those three sub categories are explained in the Bisbey report 
as the following: "A generally accepted error type is that of the residual, i.e. information 
which is "left over" in an object when the object is deallocated from one process and 
allocated to another. Several types of residual errors exist, including the following: I .Access 
residuals: Incomplete revocation or deallocation of the access capabilities to the object or 
cell. 2. Composition residuals: Incomplete destruction of the cell's context with other cells or 
objects. 3. Data residuals: Incomplete destruction of old values within the cell." [Bisbey 
1978, pl 9] 
Residual was the name of this category in an earlier version of Lough's VERDICT taxonomy 
called SERVR (Sequencing, Exposure, Residuals, Validation, and Randomness.) 
Sequencing category was later dropped from the SERVR, hence the SERVR taxonomy was 
transformed into the ERVR taxonomy. Lough renamed the Residual to Deallocation; as a 
result the ERVR became VERD Improper Conditions Taxonomy (VERDICT). 
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3. DATA COLLECTION AND METHODS OF ANALYSIS 
Lough's VERDICT taxonomy [Lough 2001] is analyzed in this study using vulnerabilities 
and exposures widely available to the computer security community. The computer security 
community is defined as the informal coalition of academics, professionals, commercial 
organizations, non-profit organizations, government agencies, and other interested people. 
All of which are interested in achieving a common goal, secure computer systems. 
3.1 Availability of data 
A mean to achieve secure computer systems is the open and free exchange of information 
regarding different systems' vulnerabilities and exposures. The majority of the computer 
security community has realized the importance publicizing information concerning different 
systems' vulnerabilities [Lyman 2001]. 
Making information on vulnerabilities public is not an easy decision to make by most 
organizations. A question that is at the forefront of the discussion is: "To what degree does 
having information available on vulnerabilities and attacks aids hackers, crackers and other 
form of information security threats?" 
The question is a valid one and illustrates that a full disclosure of vulnerabilities is not free of 
a down side. When information regarding vulnerabilities in a system or a program becomes 
available, some will use such information to construct attacks against these vulnerable 
systems. For example, the Code Red and Code Red II viruses capitalized on vulnerabilities 
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made public by security organizations. One can safely assume that the developer of such 
viruses designed the viruses aided by the information released. 
It is true that having information on vulnerabilities made public is of service to those who 
intend harm to the systems. However, this is only true if the vulnerabilities do not get fixed. 
The act of publicizing the vulnerabilities is a motive for the developers of the vulnerable 
systems and programs to get them fixed. The public exposure of vulnerabilities is also a 
service to consumers. If the information regarding vulnerabilities is not public, consumers 
will continue to use the systems trusting that they are free of security problems. When in 
reality the systems are not secure and could be attacked. Not having the vulnerability 
information made public means leaving the consumer vulnerable to attacks that could have 
been easily avoidable if the user demanded a fix or stopped using the vulnerable system all 
together. 
Public exposure of vulnerabilities may discourage users from using insecure systems. 
However, the public exposure gives the user a chance to make an informed decision whether 
to use such systems or programs or not. We have known that information regarding 
vulnerabilities are shared rapidly among those who seek to exploit those vulnerabilities. The 
end result is an information technology structure where the "evil-doers" have the upper hand. 
A common and practical practice is being followed by most vulnerability reporting 
organizations. The practice is to inform the system's developer of the known vulnerability a 
short time before making the vulnerability public information. This practice helps to achieve 
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a balance between the need to have an open and free disclosure of vulnerabilities and the 
need to protect against the threats that attackers will use to plan attacks. 
3.2 Options for vulnerabilities databases 
The practice of making vulnerabilities information publicly available does not only help the 
developers and users, it helps researchers as well. This study could not have been done 
without the publicly available vulnerabilities and exposures information. 
There are different sets of vulnerabilities databases available from different organizations. 
Below is a short description of each of the top vulnerabilities databases [ Carney 2001]. 
1. SecurityTracker.com organizes advisories by category, cause, impact, reported by, target, 
underlying OS, and vendor. 
2. Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE) is a list of standardized names for 
vulnerabilities and other security exposures. They proclaim themselves "a dictionary, not a 
database". While they don't exactly provide classification they provide a common name for 
different vulnerability databases to communicate. 
3. SecurityFocus.com keeps a vulnerability and an advisory database. For each vulnerability 
they keep an id, object, class, CVE number, remote and/or local, and the published and 
update dates. 
4. DOVES: Database of Vulnerabilities, Exploits, and Signatures DOVES resulted from a 
Vulnerabilities project. Its objective is to develop a classification scheme (or schemes) that 
leads to tools, techniques, and methodologies to detect vulnerabilities, prevent vulnerabilities, 
and eliminate vulnerabilities. It is a put together by Matt Bishop. 
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5. eEye Security is a for-profit organization. eEye Security is developing products to help 
eliminate known vulnerabilities. Recently this organization was credited for reviling 
vulnerabilities exploited by the Red Cod virus 
6. ICAT database ICAT is a searchable vulnerability index maintained by the Computer 
Security Division at the National Institute of Standards and Technology. 
7. CERT Vulnerability Notes. CERT/CC or CERT as it is referred to in this study is the 
Computer Emergency Response Team. CERT is a center of Internet security expertise, 
operated by Carnegie Mellon University. CERT publishes information on a wide variety of 
vulnerabilities. Descriptions of these vulnerabilities are available from this web page in a 
searchable database format, and are published as "CERT Vulnerability Notes" [CERT 2002]. 
3.3 Top two choices 
In order to choose a database from the different databases mentioned above. Each of above 
databases was evaluated based on certain conditions, including the following: the database 
had to be comprehensive and representative of different categories of vulnerabilities. The 
database should not be focused exclusively on only one type of vulnerability such as 
vulnerabilities leading to Denial of Service attacks. The database should be accurate and 
should be in use among the information security community. Furthermore, the database 
should have enough descriptions and references to enable a researcher to properly study each 
vulnerability. Among the above databases, the top two databases that fit the criteria 
mentioned in the paragraph above are the CVE and the CERT databases. 
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3.4 Comparison of the data in each database 
The CVE and the CERT databases are comparable and overlap on a great number of 
vulnerabilities. Both databases include a brief description on the vulnerabilities and give a 
reference to the contributor of the vulnerability. 
After a careful review of both databases, the decision was made to use the CERT database 
for the following reasons. First, the CERT database contains a severity metric, which is a 
means to assess the seriousness of the vulnerability. Second, each vulnerability comes with a 
description that will make the task of organizing them into Lough's VERDICT taxonomy 
more accurate. Third, many CERT vulnerabilities have a CVE reference number that could 
be used to get more information on the vulnerability if needed. Fourth, there are more 
security articles referencing the CERT database than the CVE database. And the fifth reason 
for choosing the CERT database is that the number of vulnerabilities in the CERT database is 
about 422 vulnerabilities, much lower than the 2,000 vulnerabilities of the CVE. Time 
restrictions led to favoring the smaller database. The overall weight of arguments makes the 
use of the CERT database more useful for research in the field of computer security. 
3.5 Processing of data 
After collecting the data from the CERT database via the CERT website, each record was 
entered into a database of vulnerabilities created with the purpose of making the entered 
records searchable via a strong query language such as SQL. Querying the database using 
SQL helped in associating each record with categories in Lough's VERDICT taxonomy. 
Doing keyword searches on the database facilitated grouping similar vulnerabilities together. 
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Below is an example illustrating how using SQL queries facilitated associating Lough's 
VERDICT categories with each individual records in the database. 
The following statement searches for all vulnerabilities that have the words buffer overflow 
in the name field. 
SELECT CERT.* 
FROM CERT 
WHERE (((CERT.Name) Like '*buffer*')); 
The above statement generated 94 records including the following records. 
-IBM AIX line printer daemon contains a buffer overflow in chk _ fhost() 
-Macromedia Flash plug-in contains buffer overflow 
-Trend Micro lnterScan eManager vulnerable to remotely exploitable buffer overflow 
-ypbind contains buffer overflow 
-SGI IRIX Embedded Support Partner (ESP) service rpc.espd contains buffer overflow 
-tcpdump vulnerable to buffer overflow via parsing of AFS ACL packets 
-Curses library vulnerable to buffer overflow 
-Sun Solaris mailx contains buffer overflow via -F option 
-AOL Instant Messenger buffer overflow in screename 
-ISC InterNetNews (INN) innfeed contains buffer overflow 
Buffer overflow vulnerabilities are known to be caused in part by the lack of proper 
validation, hence the majority of the records in the list above will most probably by linked to 
the Validation category ofLough's VERDICT Taxonomy. 
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Another example is the use of the following SQL statement to search for vulnerabilities that 
have to do with weak passwords. 
SELECT CERT.Name, CERT.V, CERT.E, CERT.R, CERT.D 
FROM CERT 
WHERE (((CERT.Name) Like '*Password*')); 
The above statement generated 21 records including the following records. 
-Passwords sent via SSH encrypted with RC4 can be easily cracked 
-Cayman gateways ship with null administrative and user level passwords 
-Air Messenger LAN Server (AMLServer) stores usemames and passwords in plaintext 
-Oracle 9iAS default configuration uses well-known default passwords 
-Cayman gateways are vulnerable to a denial of sevices via a long usemame or password 
-SSH connections using RC4 and password authentication can be replayed 
-RhinoSoft Serv-U remote administration client transmits password in plaintext 
-Symantec LiveUpdate stores proxy server passwords in plaintext in registry 
-Cisco PIX Firewall Manager stores enable password in plain text 
-Beck GmbH IPC@Chip TelnetD vulnerable to brute-force password attack 
The next step is to go through each record resulting from executing the SQL query, and 
evaluates it using the description field in the database. In some cases where the CERT 
database doesn't have enough information to help in making the decision to associate a 
record with categories in the categories ofLough's VERDICT, I had to go back to the 
References field and see if there was more information in the reporting entity's website about 
this specific error. Furthermore, additional information regarding the specific record could 
be found in other public vulnerabilities database such as the National Institute of Standards 
and Technology ICAT database. 
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An important tool used for the analysis of the CERT database is the CERT severity metrics. 
The severity metric is a field that is present in every CERT record used in this study. The 
higher the severity metric, the higher the severity of the vulnerability. The highest severity 
metric available for this study is 108.16, and the lowest severity metric is 0. The CERT 
metric was developed by CERT based on the following questions for each vulnerability. 1. Is 
the vulnerability widely known? 2. Is exploitation of the vulnerability being reported to 
incident response? 3. Is the Internet infrastructure at risk? 4. What is the number oflntemet 
systems at risk? 5. What is the impact on users of exploiting the vulnerability? 6. How easy 
is it to exploit the vulnerability? 7. What is the previous access required to exploit the 
vulnerability? [Heman 1999] 
The above was a short description of the process of how the database is collected and how 
each vulnerability is associated with Lough's VERDICT categories. As with almost all of 
the previous taxonomies in the field of computer security, the individual association of each 
record could be viewed as a subjective assessment. However, for the majority of the records 
analyzed in this study, the process is based on guidelines driven form previous research 
mentioned in Section 2.1, 2.2, 2.3. It is also based on the writer's judgment driven from 
academic training. Some of the guidelines are listed below 
Buffer overflow = Validation 
Coding vulnerabilities = Validation 
Covert channels = Exposure 
Denial of Service Attacks = Validation 
Improper identification = Validation 
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Improper randomness = Randomness 
Incorrect configuration on programs = Exposure 
Incremental attacks i.e. Salami attacks = Deallocation 
Intercepting data = Exposure 
Interference = Exposure 
Interruption of operations = Validation 
Lack of verification = Validation 
Mapping = Exposure 
Physical and logical scavenging = Deallocation 
Reuse of old data = Deallocation 
Searchable directories = Exposure 
Session hijacking = Validation 
Shared password = Exposure 
Sharing of confidential data = Exposure 
Spoofing attacks= Validation 
Spying= Exposure 
Taking advantage of shared resources= Exposure 
Using no encryption= Exposure 
Vulnerabilities due to physical access = Exposure 
Weak passwords = Randomness 
This study avoided as much as possible assigning a vulnerability to more than one category. 
Having a vulnerability mapped to only one category will give a clear and an accurate 
representation to the weight of each of the categories. 
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Vulnerabilities were associated to more than one category of the VERDICT taxonomy only if 
it was clear that the vulnerability were equally caused by more than one taxonomy factor, i.e. 
lack of validation, exposure, Improper randomness or deallocation. If one factor had the 
greater influence on causing the vulnerability, then the vulnerability will be associated with 
the relevant category. 
It's very possible for another research using the same dataset and the same method to 
associate some vulnerabilities and categories differently. However, this should not affect the 
final outcome of this study as long as the taxonomy can sustain all the vulnerabilities and no 
vulnerability is shown to be caused by an "other" category not included in the taxonomy. 
Appendix B lists all the CERT vulnerabilities records as used in this study's database for the 
purpose of associating each record with the categories in Lough's VERDICT taxonomy. The 
next chapter will go over the result of the CERT data analysis using Lough's VERDICT 
taxonomy. 
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4. DATA ANALYSIS AND FINDINGS 
4.1 Data analysis 
Of the 421 CERT vulnerabilities in this study' s database, eight records were omitted from the 
study because they were too general and vague. They could not be accurately associated 
with any of the categories without compromising the integrity of the analysis. The omitted 
records are shown in Appendix B, Table B2. 
The 413 CERT vulnerabilities showed a wide array of vulnerabilities in almost all kinds of 
computer systems. The variety of vulnerabilities affirms that choosing to analyze the CERT 
database will provide an accurate representation of the validation of Lough' s VERDICT 
taxonomy. Figure 1 below shows the distribution of the CERT vulnerabilities among the 
four categories of the VERDICT taxonomy. 
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Figure 1. Distribution of the CERT data over the categories of the VERDICT taxonomy 
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As presented in Figure 1, the Validation category was associated with the greatest numbers 
of vulnerabilities with 282 vulnerabilities or 68.3%. The Exposure category was associated 
with 94 records or 22.8% of the vulnerabilities. The Deallocation category was associated 
with 17 records or 4.1 %. The Randomness category had the lowest number of vulnerabilities 
associated with it, only 13 vulnerabilities or 3 .1 %. 7 vulnerabilities or 1. 7%, were associated 
with more than one category, mostly the validation and exposure categories and are not 
illustrated in Figure 2. Below is a detailed analysis of each category. 
Of the 413 CERT vulnerabilities analyzed using the VERDICT taxonomy, 282 records were 
associated primarily with the Validation category. The 282 CERT recorded vulnerabilities 
represent 67% of all this study's vulnerabilities. 
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Figure 2. CERT Severity Metric of vulnerabilities in the Validation category 
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Analyses of the CERT severity metric of the different category are shown in Table 1 below. 
The selected 282 vulnerabilities of the Validation category show that the vulnerabilities have 
an average of 17.04. The severity metric was discussed in detail in Section 3.5. 
Table 1. CERT Severit Metric Anal sis 
Validation Ex osure Randomness Deallocation 
Count 282.00 94.00 13.00 17.00 
Av OfMetric 17.04 11.27 7.51 11.95 
Min Of Metric 0.00 0.00 1.89 0.11 
Max Of Metric 108.16 79.31 27.56 35.64 
The validation category ofLough's VERDICT taxonomy was associated with 16 of the top 
20 vulnerabilities with the highest severity metric. The average severity metric of the 16 
vulnerabilities is 71.29 compared to the total average of the CERT vulnerabilities which is 
15.06. The implication of having the top rated vulnerabilities in one category will be 
discussed in Section 4.2. 
Below is an analysis of the systems affected by the CERT vulnerabilities. Data about 
systems affected, VERDICT categories, year of reporting, severity metric, and proposed 
solutions are examined in detail. 
The affect of vulnerabilities on different systems are listed below starting with a list of the 
top systems affected by vulnerabilities for the recorded first quarter of 2002. A vulnerability 
could affect more than one system. 
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Table 2. Validation category, vulnerabilities reported in I st quarter 2002 
Top 10 systems affected, sorted by total metric 
Systems affected Count SumOfMetric A vgOfMetric I StDevOfl\.1etric 
AOL Time Warner 3 93.21 31.07 16.88 
Microsoft 2 80.18 40.09 14.71 
Apache 2 70.58 35.29 27.99 
Oracle 8 62.92 7.87 6.06 
Mandrake Soft 3 57.11 19.04 5.73 
Conectiva 2 41.15 20.58 7.18 
Engarde 2 41.15 20.58 7.18 
Trustix 2 31.46 15.73 0.33 
Sun 1 25.65 25.65 NIA 
QpenSSH 1 25.65 25.65 NIA 
1 Table 3. Exposure category, vulnerabilities reported in 1
st quarter 2002 
To 10 s stems affected, sorted b most counts 
Systems affected Count SumOfl\.1etric A vgOfMetric : StDevOfMetric 
Cisco 7 108.00 15.43 11.81 
Oracle 3.94 3.94 NIA 
The above tables are for systems affected by vulnerabilities categorized under the Exposure 
category of Lough' s VERDICT taxonomy. The tables show vulnerabilities reported in the 
year 2002. As seen in both tables, Oracle ranked number 1 in the number of vulnerabilities 
reported to the CERT organization. 
The majority of the Oracle vulnerabilities are related to the new Oracle database software 
Oracle 91 released in late 2001. Exposing the security flaws in Oracle 91 led the computer 
security community to be seriously suspicious of Oracle's claim that Oracle 91 is 
"unbreakable". Bruce Schneier, founder and CTO of Counterpane Internet Security, asked 
the question that if Oracle can't secure the easy things like buffer overflow vulnerabilities, 
then how do we know the company's dealt with the harder security issues? [Kassen 2002] 
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Table 4. Validation category, vulnerabilities reported in 2001 
Top 10 systems affected, sorted by total metric 
Systems affected Count SumOfMetric AvgOWetric S tDevOfMetric 
Microsoft 29 518.28 17.87 19.08 
Hewlett Packard 20 448.50 22.43 23.61 
IBM 15 379.14 25.28 18.82 
FreeBSD 8 334.99 41.87 37.87 
Debian 10 330.83 33.08 32.72 
Cisco 10 282.28 28.23 20.93 
Sun 10 236.44 23.64 24.32 
Compaq Computer Corporation 9 211.99 23.55 17.03 
I etBSD 4 203.82 50.96 33.62 
SuSE 6 183.89 30.65 34.06 
Table 5. Exposure category, vulnerabilities reported in 2001 
Top 10 systems affected, sorted by total metric 
Systems affected Count SumOfMetric A vgOfMetric~ StDevOfMetric 
Cisco 5 165.69 33.14 26.82 
Microsoft 7 159.98 22.85 26.41 
Caldera 8 101.67 12.71 19.97 
Apache 1 59.06 59.06 NIA 
3Com 1 54.67 54.67 NIA 
Mandrake Soft 13 52.43 4.03 3.76 
RedHat 5 50.51 10.10 7.75 
IBM 2 37.75 18.88 3.53 
FreeBSD 4 31.70 7.93 8.11 
Hewlett Packard 2 28.02 14.01 3.35 
Tables 4, 5 above are for systems affected by vulnerabilities categorized under the Validation 
and Exposure categories of the Lough's VERDICT taxonomy. The tables show 
vulnerabilities reported in the year 2001. Microsoft ranked number 1 in term of the count of 
vulnerabilities reported in both tables above. The average severity metric of the validation 
vulnerabilities of Microsoft is the lowest among the top ten vulnerabilities in table 4. The 
relationship between the severity and the count of Microsoft vulnerabilities could be an 
interesting issue for future research. 
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Table 6. Validation category, vulnerabilities reported in 2000 
Top 10 systems affected, sorted by total metric 
Systems affected Count SumOfMetric A vgOfMetric StDevOfMetric 
Microsoft 9 160.10 17.79 13.52 
OpenBSD 3 137.44 45.81 38.79 
RedHat 8 124.77 15.60 14.57 
FreeBSD 6 92.47 15.41 16.51 
Caldera 4 91.05 22.76 21.60 
Debian 4 86.84 21.71 18.04 
IBM 8 86.65 10.83 10.75 
Trustix 2 81.28 40.64 10.69 
ISC 2 49.79 24.90 11.58 
NetBSD 2 49.72 24.86 19.37 
I ·Table 7. Exposure category, vulnerabilities reported in 2000 
I Top 10 systems affected, sorted by total metric 
! Systems affected Count SumOfMetric;AvgOfMetric StDevOfMetric 
Microsoft 4 102.84 25.71 28.56 
AOL Time Warner 2 19.59 9.80 12.88 
Conectiva 4 19.31 4.83 3.25 
Sun 1 18.90 18.90 NIA 
Caldera 4 17.72 4.43 3.68 
RedHat 3 16.71 5.57 3.54 
Mandrake Soft 16.71 5.57 3.54 .) 
lmmunix 2 13.67 6.84 3.94 
Debian 2 13.67 6.84 3.94 
FileMaker 1 12.00 12.00 NIA 
Tables 6, 7 above are for systems affected by vulnerabilities categorized under the Validation 
and Exposure categories of the Lough's VERDICT taxonomy. The tables show 
vulnerabilities reported in the year 2000. 
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Table 7 above showed a relatively equal distribution of the count of vulnerabilities among the 
different affected systems. However, the total severity metric of the vulnerabilities showed 
one system with 41 % of the total severity metric and five times the other systems in the table. 
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Figure 3. Top systems affected by vulnerabilities in the Exposure category reported in 2000. 
As illustrated in Figure 3. above, Microsoft held the top position in the total severity metric. 
This is so because the 4 vulnerabilities in the Exposure category have to do with the most 
popular web server, the Microsoft Internet Information Server (IIS). Taking an advantage of 
a vulnerability affecting a system such as the IIS will affect a great number of services 
offered on the internet. Hence, CERT rated Microsoft vulnerabilities among the most severe 
exposure vulnerabilities in 2000 
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Table 8. Validation category, vulnerabilities reported prior to the year 2000 
Top 10 systems affected, sorted by total metric 
Systems affected Count SumOfMetric A vgOfMetric StDevOfMetric 
sco 2 117.02 58.51 70.22 
SGI 3 93.93 31.31 29.88 
Sun 1 73.10 73.10 NIA 
Lotus 1 54.72 54.72 NIA 
Microsoft 7! 46.17 6.60 4.00 
Tcpdump.Org 1 41.92 41 .92 NIA 
Ethereal 1 41.92 41.92 NIA 
SystemSoft 2 41.59 20.80 5.96 
IBM 31 25.97 8.66 6.19 
Cisco 1 18.00 18.00 NIA 
Table 9. Exposure category, vulnerabilities reported prior to the year 2000 ···1 
All systems affected, sorted by most counts l 
Systems affected Count SumOfMetric AvgOfMetric StDevOfMetric f 
Sun 1 59.48 59.48 NIA 
Hewlett Packard 1 . 59.48 59.48 NIA 
Microsoft 1 1.85 1.85 NIA 
Cisco 1 0.63 0.63 NIA 
Tables 8, 9 above are for systems affected by vulnerabilities categorized under the Validation 
and Exposure categories of the Lough's VERDICT taxonomy. The tables show 
vulnerabilities reported prior to the year 2000. 
It is noticeable that there is relatively small number of vulnerabilities recorded in the 
database going back to years before 2000. As of March 2002, when the data was collected 
from the CERT organizations website, http:www.cert.org, the above were all the 
vulnerabilities included in the database. 
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A visit to the organizations' website in May 2002 showed some increase in vulnerabilities 
reported in the 1990' s. This could be explained by CERT' s effort to focus its work on 
having the latest vulnerabilities first, and then they could go back and populate their database 
with older less relative vulnerabilities for completeness sake. 
Future research on the CERT database could include vulnerabilities not examined in this 
study. An example of how older data could be useful is to compare vulnerabilities in the 
early developmental stages of the internet versus vulnerabilities during the later years. 
I Table 10. Randomness category, all reported vulnerabilities T 10 t ffi t d rt d b t tal tri op sys ems a ec e so e y 0 me C . I I i 
Systems affected !Count SumOfMetric A vgOfMetric ! StDevOfMetric 11 
Alcatel 1 27.56 27.56 NIA 
Cisco ,, 18.94 6.31 0.54 .) 
SSH Communications Security 4 17.71 4.43 2.28 
Microsoft ,, 14.81 4.94 3.23 .) 
Dallas Semiconductor 1 8.73 8.73 NIA 
OpenSSH 1 6.84 6.84 NIA 
Mandrake Soft 1 5.77 5.77 NIA 
Immunix 1 5.77 5.77 NIA 
F-Secure 1 5.77 5.77 NIA 
Conectiva 1 5.77 5.77 NIA 
Table 10 above is for systems affected by vulnerabilities categorized under the Randomness 
category of Lough's VERDICT taxonomy. The tables show all recorded vulnerabilities in 
this study's database. 
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Table 11. Deallocation category, all reported vulnerabilities i 
Top 10 systems affected, sorted by total metric 
Systems affected Count SumOfMetric A vgOfMetric StDevOfMetric 1 : 
Microsoft 6 69.87 11.65 12.44 
FreeBSD 2 50.62 25.31 5.57 
Oracle 3 45.56 15.19 4.60 
Debian 3 42.85 14.28 12.27 
Conectiva 2 42.74 21.37 0.00 
Caldera 2 42.74 21.37 0.00 
RedHat 1 21.37 21.37 NIA 
OpenBSD 1 21.37 21.37 NIA 
Mandrake Soft 1 21.37 21.37 NIA 
Engarde 1 21.37 21.37 NIA 
Table 11 shows systems affected by vulnerabilities categorized under the Deallocation 
category of Lough's VERDICT taxonomy. The tables show all recorded vulnerabilities in 
this study's database. 
Table 12. Vulnerabilities categorized in more than one VERDICT category (V,E) 
' Top 10 systems affected, sorted by total metric 
·-· 
Count l Systems affected SumOfMetric A vg9fMetric StDevOfMetric i ----· ·--
SGI 2 33.95 16.98 21.56 
FreeBSD 2 33.95 16.98 21.56 
OpenBSD 1 32.22 32.22 NIA 
NETBSD 1 32.22 32.22 NIA 
BSDI 1 32.22 32.22 NIA 
Compaq_ 1 11.22 11.22 NIA 
Oracle 2 9.20 4.60 1.90 
Adobe 1 2.88 2.88 NIA 
Sun 1 1.73 1.73 NIA 
Hewlett Packard 1 1.73 1.73 NIA 
Table 12 shows systems affected by vulnerabilities categorized under the more than one 
category, mostly the Validation and Exposure categories of Lough's VERDICT taxonomy. 
The tables show all recorded vulnerabilities in this study' s database. 
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In the CERT database used in this study, each vulnerability had a solutions field that contains 
detailed information of the ways to stop the vulnerability. The solutions were worded 
differently for each vulnerability. In one vulnerability, there could be a suggestion of more 
that one solution. During the creation of this study's database, solutions were assigned into 
one of the following categories: 
1- Upgrade: stop using the current system and move to a new version of the system that 
doesn't have the vulnerability. This is the strongest of the four categories, and dominates 
other solutions. Upgrade takes precedent over applying patches or changing configurations 
or behaviors. If a solution from this category is present, no other solutions are mentioned. 
2- Apply patch: continue the same system with a slight modification to the structure of the 
system so as to prevent the vulnerability from happening. This category of solutions is 
stronger than the category change of behavior or configuration. If a solution from this 
category is available, then solutions from the lower categories are not mentioned. 
3- Change: change a configuration behavior of the users of a system so to prevent the 
vulnerability from happening. This is the weakest solution available, if this solution is 
mentioned and no other higher solutions were available, this category is assigned to the 
vulnerability. 
4- Unknown: is to state that the CERT organization is unaware of a practical solution to this 
vulnerability as of the date the data was collected which was in late March 2002. This is 
assigned to any vulnerability with no known solutions. 
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Table 13. Validation category, vulnerabilities reported in the 1st quarter 2002 
Solutions, sorted by most counts 
Solution Count A vgOfMetric SumOfMetric StDevOfMetric 
Apply Patch 11 18.06 198.69 18.88 
Upgrade 7 14.80 103.61 8.35 
Unknown 4 12.96 51.85 6.49 
Change 3 4.01 12.04 2.31 
1 Table 14. Exposure category, vulnerabilities reported i~ the 1st quarter 2002 I 
I s 1 . db l I o ut10ns, sorte y most counts l 
l Solution Count A vgOfMetric SumOfMetric StDevOfMetric ··----- -·-· ~- ··----·•··-•-·· 
Unknown 5 11.11 55.55 
Change 2 26.23 52.45 
Apply Patch 1 3.94 3.94 
Table 15. Validation category, vulnerabilities reported in 2001 
Solutions, sorted by most counts I 
Solution Count A vgOfMetric SumOfMetric StDevOfMetric ! 
Apply Patch 92 21.08 1939.36 21 .09 
Upgrade 50 13.08 654.24 14.33 
Unknown 15 10.76 161.40 14.60 
Change 15 16.83 252.44 19.13 
I 
Table 16 Exposure category, vulnerabilities reported in 2001 , 
Solutions, sorted by most counts 
1 Solution :Count A vgOfMetric SumOfMetric StDevOfMetric : 
1pply Patch I 25 10.18 254.40 11.98 
Upgrade ! 16 19.00 304.05 26.07 
Change I 8 8.67 69.33 7.31 
Unknown l 7 2.98 20.88 4.29 
Table 17. Validation category, vulnerabilities reported in 2000 '. 
! Solutions, sorted by most counts l 
I Solution :countlA vgOfMetric SumOfMetric StDevOfMetric 
Apply Patch 21 15.64 328.42 18.13 
Upgrade 13 7.84 101.86 9.70 
Change ,., 15.17 45.52 17.13 .) 
Unknown 1 0.49 0.49 NIA 
•4--·--
0.31 
22.58 
NIA 
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Table 18. Exposure category, vulnerabilities reported in 2000 
Solutions, sorted by most counts 
Solution Count A vgOfMetric SumOfMetric StDevOfMetric 
Change 6 6.14 36.86 5.90 
Apply Patch 6 15.63 93.76 26.26 
!lr,grade 4 6.31 25.23 8.46 
Unknown 1 1.01 1.01 NIA 
Table 19. Validation category, vulnerabilities prior to 2000 
i Solutions, sorted by most counts i 
Solution !Count A vgOfMetric SumOfMetric StDevOfMetric i 
Upgrade 5 16.78 83.88 18.10 
Apply Patch 5 21.23 106.16 29.33 
Change 2 60.27 120.53 7.84 
Unknown 1 18.00 18.00 NIA 
Table 20. Exposure category, vulnerabilities prior to 2000 
! Solutions, sorted by most counts 
I Solution Count AvgOflvfetric jSumOfMetricl StDevOfMetric I 
jApply Patch 4 18.50! 74.00I 27.52! 
!Upgrade 1 0 6~ 1 . -' i 0.631 NIA 
·-----·--·· ···-·-· -··-·-. ·-·· --
Table 21 . Randomness category, all reported vulnerabilities 
I Solutions sorted by most counts ' : l Solution Count A vgOfMetric SumOfMetric StDevOfMetric ; 
~pply Patch 5 4.81 24.06 2.82! 
Unknown 4 10.67 42.66 11.361 
Change 7.38 22.15 6.771 .) 
!)pgrade 1 8.73 8.73 NIAi 
Table 22. Deallocation category, all reported vulnerabilities 
Solutions, sorted by most counts 
Solution !Count A vgOfMetric SumOfMetric StDevOfMetric : 
Apply Patch 8 15.04 120.30 12.37 
Unknown 5 9.27 46.35 8.73 
Qpgrade 8.32 24.96 11.30 .) 
Change 1 11.55 11.55 NIA 
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4.2 Research findings 
Section 2.1 listed requirements that should be available in a taxonomy in order for the 
taxonomy to be considered valuable to the scientific and the information security 
communities. The analysis summarized in Sections 4.1 proved the following about Lough's 
VERDICT Taxonomy. 
The Verdict taxonomy is comprehensible to security experts because it doesn't contain many 
categories and because of it's focus on the having a simple yet powerful taxonomy of 
computer attacks. 
The VERDICT taxonomy is exhaustive since all 421 CERT Vulnerability records were 
successfully associated with at least one category of Vulnerabilities. 
The Categories in the Verdict Taxonomy are mutually exclusive. The Validation category 
doesn't duplicate and can't replace other categories in the categories such as Deallocation. 
The same could be said about other categories of the VERDICT taxonomy. This is not to be 
confused with having many causes of one vulnerability, resulting in the mapping of one 
vulnerability to many categories of the taxonomy. 
Applying the taxonomy over existing vulnerabilities showed that there are major areas in 
which system developers should pay particular attention when developing new systems. 
Namely, making a stricter validation, making sure that system recourses and information are 
not exposed, preventing deallocation or residual left behind during precious operations. 
Finally insuring proper randomness such that if a particular part of the system was exposed it 
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should not jeopardize the rest of the system because the attackers were able to 
mathematically predict the following process or steps. 
There are many aspects to securing computer systems, work need to be done in all aspects of 
information security to have a system that is as safe as possible. Because of economical, 
social, and technical limits, it is almost impossible to completely eliminate all vulnerabilities. 
This study has demonstrated that if the security community pays attention to a few 
fundamental issues, the majority of computer systems vulnerabilities could be addressed. 
The computer security community should pay a close attention to each cause of 
vulnerabilities category as defined in Lough's VERDICT taxonomy: Validation, Exposure, 
Randomness, and Residual. 
The analysis in Section 4.1 showed that the Validation and Exposure categories are 
associated with the largest number of vulnerabilities, nearly 89% of the CERT 
vulnerabilities. More importantly, both categories exclusively included the top 20 
vulnerabilities with the highest severity metric. 
This study showed that improper validation was a primary cause in 67% of all vulnerabilities 
collected from the CERT database. Improper validation is also showed to be a secondary 
cause in all of the vulnerabilities associated with more than one category. 
Improper validation is shown to be the major cause of a computer system's vulnerabilities. 
Validation is not a trivial task for system developers and operators. If it were then certainly 
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the number of vulnerabilities in computer systems should have been much lower than it is 
now represented in the CERT database used in this study and listed in Appendix B, Table B 1. 
Validation is meant to be on all levels of computer security, from the p~ysical level 
represented in the validation of physical access to the systems all the way to the logical level 
represented by the verification of the system users and the parameters passed between the 
inner workings of an application or a protocol. 
4.3 Modifying Lough's VERDICT taxonomy 
The result of the data analysis showed, only 3.1 % of the CERT vulnerabilities associated 
with the Improper Randomness category ofLough's VERDICT taxonomy. The majority of 
vulnerabilities associated with the Randomness category are password related vulnerabilities, 
which could be associated with the Validation categories if the definition of the Validation 
category is expanded. 
The approach of associating one vulnerability to one category has resulted in having more 
vulnerabilities not being reported in categories where they might have been if one 
vulnerability was associated with many categories. As a result the Randomness category was 
the category that had the least number of vulnerabilities associated with it. 
In Lough's VERDICT research Randomness was linked to only a handful of incidents, 
namely ones having to do with weak passwords, using a one-to-one category forced the 
majority of those vulnerabilities to be associated with the validation category since a proper 
validation, physical or otherwise, would eliminate weak passwords problems. 
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Lough added the Randomness category based on a paper by Venema [ 1996], where the paper 
dealt primarily with the problems with the generation of pseudo-random numbers. However, 
it is arguable that the problems mentioned in the paper such as Identical NFS file handles as a 
part of the exposure category since the core of the problem is the exposure of the NFS file 
handles. Another randomness problem in the Venema' s paper [ 1996] is the predictable 
Kerberos keys, which could be a part of the validation category since a stronger validation 
scheme would eliminate this class of vulnerabilities. 
Consequently, unless future work proves the necessity of including improper Randomness as 
a category in the taxonomy, the category Randomness should be removed from the 
VERDICT taxonomy. Hence, Lough's VERDICT taxonomy will be limited to three 
categories: Validation (V), Exposure (E), and Deallocation or Residual (R) as it is commonly 
known in most previous research. The modified taxonomy will be named VER Taxonomy or 
VERT for short. 
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5. VERDICT APPLICATION TO MANET 
5.1 Mobile ad hoc networks (MANET) 
An important part of this study is testing Lough's VERDICT Taxonomy against mobile ad 
hoc networks (MANET). This section will describe MANET and its different protocols used 
as presented in the literature. 
Ad hoc literally means "for this" or "for this purpose only". Mobile ad hoc networks are 
wireless networks in which some the network devices (mobile hosts) are part of the network 
only for the duration of the communication session or while in transmitting distance from a 
node in the network, both are variables that differ greatly from one MANET to another. 
Ad hoc networks technology allows spontaneous LANS to be created anytime and anywhere. 
Such networks do not need the support of base stations. In mobile ad hoc networks there is 
no need for handover or location management since each mobile host acts as a router 
forwarding packets to and from mobile hosts. Users are not bound by time and place to 
perform collaborative computing, and changes to any mobile hosts participating in one or 
more routes will cause the route to become invalid [ Arvanitis 2002] 
Peers to peer mobile ad hoc networks are where the source and destinations are only one hop 
away from reach other. When the network consists of three mobile hosts or more within 
range of each other, it is called a Remote-to-Remote mobile ad hoc network. A Remote-to-
Remote mobile ad hoc network has different traffic characteristic than mobile networks that 
depend primarily on base stations. In mobile ad hoc networks any movement by the source, 
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destination and or intermediate nodes will invalidate the routes. In mobile networks with 
mobile base stations, each mobile host communicates with the base station to get the needed 
information to make a connection with the destination mobile device. 
If the source mobile host in mobile ad hoc networks is not accessible, the existing routes will 
become invalid. However, any packets in transit will continue on to reach the destination 
mobile host. When destination mobile hosts are the ones that become inaccessible, the route 
becomes invalid and all the upstream nodes must be informed to erase their old routes 
information and update their route entries. Similarly, any movement by intermediate nodes 
will also cause the routes to become invalid as well. 
5.1.1 Characteristics 
Figure 4. Topology of Mobile Ad Hoc Networks 
Mobile ad hoc networks are characterized by many attributes t~at make it ideal for certain 
applications. Mobile ad hoc networks are organized in dynamic topologies, as illustrated in 
Figure 4. 
Mobile hosts' topology may change rapidly and at any time. They are also setup with no 
previous knowledge of other mobile host's physical or relative position. Furthermore, each 
mobile host can move from one location to another with no previous notice, and mobile hosts 
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could be powered on and off without notifying other mobile hosts in the mobile ad hoc 
network. 
Another characteristic of a true mobile ad hoc network is that all communications to and 
from mobile hosts are carried over a wireless medium. Communication over a wireless 
medium results in bandwidth constrains. Intermittent and irregular connectivity may be 
common as it is the character of mobile ad hoc networks. Multiple mobile devices could also 
mean multiple interfaces and multiple wireless technologies trying to communicate with each 
other. Furthermore, the mobile devises are dependant on limited sources of energy such as 
batteries, which constrains the mobile hosts operations to the battery's energy output. 
A core function of any node in the mobile ad hoc network is the routing of traffic to other 
nodes in the network. Without this function the mobile ad hoc network will cease to exist. 
However, this function consumes valuable energy resources in activities that don't directly 
benefit the routing node itself, but enhances the operation of the overall network. There are 
interesting questions about when an intermediate node should or should not forward traffic. 
For example, what should a node do when receiving traffic to route when its battery power is 
almost depleted? How should the network respond to a mobile host that is freeloading from 
its neighbors, taking advantages of their forwarding services without offering any routing for 
return and thereby conserving energy? Some of these questions will be answered in Section 
5.2. 
A well-designed mobile ad hoc network is one where mobile hosts should not be preoccupied 
constantly by updating their routes because that would be inefficient and results in low data 
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throughput. With the implementation of a well-designed routing protocol, the deployment of 
the mobile ad hoc network are quick and easy and are implemented with no dependence on 
infrastructures. 
5.1. 2 Applications 
Based on the definition of mobile ad hoc network and the characteristics discussed above, the 
use of mobile ad hoc network is most beneficial in military, tactical, and law enforcement 
applications. For example, soldiers' tanks and other units will be able to setup a 
communication network in the battlefield where no infrastructure is available, and military 
units will be able to exchange information where they are not within the line of sight of each 
other. Other applications for the mobile ad hoc network are the use in emergency situations 
and disaster relief and recovery operations. 
Future applications for mobile ad hoc network could be in traffic telemetric where traffic 
processors in cars would communicate to relay information and help to manage traffic 
congestions. Individual uses of mobile ad hoc networks are also an opportunity in areas such 
as synchronization between mobile devices as well as the set up of cost effective temporary 
networks in schools or for recreational purpose such as interactive gaming. 
Business applications for mobile ad hoc networks are numerous. Mobile hosts should be 
able to exchange information in interactive meetings. Mobile ad hoc networks could be used 
in exhibitions, sales presentations, conferences, and other applications. Another interesting 
application for mobile ad hoc networks is the sensor networks where mobile ad hoc networks 
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could be established between intelligent sensors mounted in mobile platforms, such as 
sensors monitoring environmental changes across vast areas. 
The sections above discussed characteristics and applications of mobile ad hoc networks. 
Below, the different protocols that make it possible for the different mobile hosts to 
communicate will be briefly discussed. 
5.1. 3 Routing 
Before discussing security concerns of the mobile ad hoc network, it is necessary to 
understand how the mobile ad hoc network works, especially how the routing protocols 
generally works. 
It is important to keep in mind that mobile ad hoc networks can't just use routing protocols 
that are designed for static wireless networks, or even ones that are designed for mobile 
networks where the network experiences minor changes in the topology. An example which 
was mentioned in [Perkins 2001, p41] is the Open Shortest Path First (OSPF) standard which 
uses periodic "hello" messages to determine network connectivity. The OSPF protocol 
doesn't perform well in mobile ad hoc networks since it is not designed to work in an 
environment where the network topology can change rapidly and in which the nodes are 
connected by low data rate and high error rate links. If OSPF would be implemented to 
manage a mobile ad hoc network, the settling times would be very long causing the network 
to be impractical to use. 
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Routing schemes in mobile ad hoc network could be categorized into three categories 
Proactive routing. In the proactive routing a route to the destination is known before the 
transmission takes place. Each mobile host has knowledge of all possible destinations and 
this information is updated periodically. An example of the proactive routing is the Open 
Shortest Path First (OSPF) routing scheme and the Routing Information Protocol (RIP). As 
was mentioned earlier, these protocols are impractical to use in a dynamic environment 
because periodic updates consumes energy that is better spent on actual communication. 
Also periodicity limits the rate of topology changes and results in the convergence problem, 
a. k. a., the counting to infinity problem because the neighboring nodes can confuse each 
other by passing stale information back and forth. 
Reactive routing. In reactive routing for mobile ad hoc network the destination routes are 
acquired only when needed, which is when a message is sent from mobile host to another. 
When an intermediate node is no longer in the network, only mobile hosts that are directly 
involved in the connection through that link are affected, the rest of the mobile ad hoc 
network should continue to perform with no significant changes in the established routing 
information. 
Reactive routing is the ideal available method to be used in mobile ad hoc networks because 
skipping periodic updated saves energy and the routing scheme is quicker to respond to 
changes in the mobile ad hoc network topology. Figure 5 below lists some of the different ad 
hoc network protocols 
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Hybrid routing. Hybrid routing uses both the proactive approach and the reactive approach 
in routing traffic. Example is the ZRP protocol. Perkins book "Mobile Ad hoc Networks" is 
a great source for further information on the ZRP protocol, as will as other information on 
MANET. 
Proactive Routing DSDV 
WRP 
Ad Hoc Routing Protocols RIP 
Reactive Routing AODV 
DSR 
LMR 
ABR 
Figure 5. Different Mobile Ad Hoc Network Protocols 
The above section introduced mobile ad hoc networks (MANET). Security of mobile ad hoc 
network, and the implementation ofLough's VERDICT taxonomy to makes MANET a 
dependable fault tolerant network will be examined in the next section. 
5.2 Security in mobile ad hoc networks (MANET) 
Security issues are an important aspect of all networks and the mobile ad hoc networks are no 
exception. In fact, security concerns are even greater in mobile ad hoc networks for many 
reasons including the following: 1- the deployment environment is often critical and 
unstable, an example is the military battlefield or disaster recovery setting. 2- the 
transmission media is vulnerable and could easily be eavesdropped on. 3- the mobile hosts 
and routing nodes possess limited CPU power, limited transmission radius, and limited 
storage capacity. 4- the mobile nodes have a limited physical security to guard against 
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physical attacks. 5- the sporadic nature of the connection. 6- lack of a centralized 
monitoring, management, or certification station. 
After reviewing the condition in which a mobile ad hoc network operates under, it is clear 
that security needs to be implemented. However security was not integrated from the very 
beginning in the protocols mentioned in Section 5.1. Hence, it is noticeable that the security 
remedies discussed below are built upon an existing infrastructure. The add-on approach to 
security is not the most effective way to build a secure infrastructure. Moreover, the add-on 
approach is very difficult to implement and is an expensive process. 
Next, some aspects of the mobile ad hoc network security will be evaluated as they relate to 
the four categories of the Lough's VERDICT taxonomy discussed in the previous chapters. 
However, it is important to keep in mind that security implementation could be as different as 
the needs of the users themselves. A military operation where the emphasis is on integrity of 
information has different security requirements than those of a commercial operation where 
emphasis might be on privacy. Even among the commercial situation there are different 
security requirements when mobile ad hoc networks are formed among users who hardly 
know each other as in a business conference settings and in a business setting where users 
trust each other. 
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5.2.1 Validation 
Improper validation could cause a number of vulnerabilities in MANET. Availability of the 
mobile ad hoc network is the most important aspect of its security. If the mobile ad hoc 
network is not operational, there is no traffic to authenticate or enforce its integrity. 
Improper validation could lead to the lack of availability in mobile ad hoc networks. 
Vulnerabilities such as: Denial of service attack on a node when a node is flooded with a 
flow of messages, thereby blocking legitimate network traffic. An insider node that is not 
routing traffic for many reasons including the conversation of battery power. Those 
vulnerabilities could all be minimized if improper validation is enforced 
The underling threat common to all of the different kinds of availability attacks on the mobile 
ad hoc network is that they share a common goal, which is to make the network assets or 
services inaccessible to the authorized parties. 
Attacks on a destination or a source mobile host could threaten the traffic from and to that 
host. However, an attack on an intermediate node that acts as a router will prove more 
harmful and is graded as a higher security threat since it will cause any mobile host that is 
connected to the attacked mobile host to loose connectivity. This will segment the mobile ad 
hoc network into smaller sub networks and preventing user access to the network. 
If an attack on an intermediate node was successful and the attacker was able to take control 
of the node, the node could be used to launch what is commonly known as a man-in-the-
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middle attack, where the intermediate node spy on all traffic it routes or worse yet, it could 
route modified traffic. 
Now that the different availability threats have been identified, below is a discussion on how 
proper validation could be used to guard against those threats. It is worth noting that, 
generally speaking, security and flexibility are a set of tradeoffs. The more secure a system 
is, the less flexible it is to use. 
To protect against attacks that target energy sources, it is necessary to understand how the 
attack works because this method of attack is the hardest to detect. The way this attack 
works is where a node in the mobile ad hoc network has been compromised, and is sending 
large quantities of traffic to be routed through the target mobile host with the purpose of 
exhausting the energy source of the target mobile host. The target host doesn't know 
whether the packets being routed through are valid packets or whether they are malicious 
traffic. 
To deal with such attacks there are two important steps to accomplish. The first step is to 
implement a validation security role where a mobile host would route traffic only after it 
validate that its energy level is reasonable, or otherwise refuse to route traffic and reserve the 
energy for the mobile host's own traffic. The second step is for the mobile ad hoc network to 
validate the traffic via an intrusion detection system agent (DSA) as detailed in Zhang, and 
Lee's paper titled "Intrusion Detecting in Wireless Ad Hoc Networks" [2000]. 
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The IDS agents would provide help to detect any irregular activities through analogy 
intrusion detection methodology. This could help not only in discovering intrusion on a 
mobile host after the fact, but it also will help to do real-time intrusion detection. This in tum 
could alert the mobile host when there is an unusual burst of traffic from a node and 
determine whether that node is a rouge node or not. 
Internal availability threats occur when mobile hosts in the mobile ad hoc network violate the 
routing protocols discussed earlier and don't route traffic to other mobile hosts as it has been 
instructed by the routing protocols. One reason for the mobile hosts to act in such a manner 
is to conserve a precious resource, battery power. Another reason is where the node has been 
comprised and is intentionally refusing to route packets. The consequence of a single node 
refusing to route traffic will depend on the size of the network and the location of the node 
itself. However, if mobile hosts act in kind and refuse to route traffic as well, the network 
could collapse. 
To deal with such threat, Marti, Giuli, Lai and Baker have proposed two mechanisms to deal 
with the threat in their paper entitled "Mitigating routing misbehavior in mobile Ad Hoc 
Networks"[2000]. The first mechanism is called Watchdog, which is in charge of finding the 
misbehaving nodes. The second mechanism is named Pathrater, which is in charge of 
defining the best route circumventing these nodes 
An intrusion detection systems agent (DSA) will help in detection intrusion or abuse such as 
DoS on the network. Together with other mechanisms mentioned above, they will enforce 
the validity of the traffic being routed thus protecting the availability of the network. 
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5. 2. 2 Exposure 
Because of the nature of the transmitting medium of the mobile ad hoc network, the traffic is 
exposed to any party with the necessary equipment and the know how. Capturing traffic of 
the air is not unique to mobile ad hoc networks, in fact it a weakness of all wireless networks. 
Jamming signals is another way for attackers to compromise the availability of the network. 
Jamming is possible only if the signals are espoused and known to the attackers. 
Other vulnerabilities resulting from improper exposure is the physical exposure of the 
devises connecting to the mobile ad hoc network. Without proper validation, an attacker 
gaining physical access to a node because of an improper exposure can jeopardize the 
integrity of the network. Below is a discussion of ways to prevent vulnerabilities resulting 
from improper exposure. 
To protect against physical attacks such as the capture or hijacking of a mobile device, the 
conventional solution is to apply hardware controls such as smart cards. It is important to 
recognize that a smart card doesn't mean complete protection against physical attacks. 
Depending on the security policies, other measures could be implemented to have better 
security if needed. 
An issue such as jamming is relevant to almost all kinds of wireless networks and there has 
been a wealth of information on how to deal with such common attacks. The most 
commonly proposed ways to deal with jamming is to use spread spectrum communication 
and frequency hopping. 
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Encryption is one of the most powerful ways to insure confidentiality, validation and 
integrity in mobile ad hoc networks, but problems arise when working to implement 
encryption on networks, especially key distribution in mobile ad hoc networks. The 
encryption keys must be delivered to the sending and receiving mobile hosts in a secure and 
trusted method. The lack of a centralized location that acts as the key distribution center 
makes it even more challenging to implement encryption and key exchange on mobile ad hoc 
networks. 
There are three ways to eliminate the lack of centralized certification authority in mobile ad 
hoc networks according to [Hubaux 2001]. The first method is by emulating a conventional 
certification authority by distributing it on several nodes. This method is explained in detail 
in Zhou and Haas [1999] and can be very effective against attacks. Hence, it is an 
appropriate method to implement in the military and emergency applications discussed in the 
applications section above. However, this method requires some mobile hosts to play a 
specific role at a given point in time. "This is an undesirable requirement for self-organized 
networks such as the one operating in the business environment in which each mobile host is 
expected to behave in a selfish way." [Hubaux 2001, p4] 
For the business environment a second method might be better suited. A second method to 
overcome the lack of centralized certification authority is to have a totally distributed 
solution, where mobile hosts have to authenticate each other by setting up an appropriate 
context. The scenario considered is below 
A small group of people at a conference coming together in a room for an ad hoc 
meeting and willing to set up a wireless network session among their laptop 
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computers for the duration of the meeting. It is assumed that they do not have access 
to public key infrastructure or third party key management service. The proposed 
solution is the following: a fresh password is chosen and shared among those present 
in the room (e.g., by writing it on a blackboard). However, it would be a mistake to 
use this password directly as the key. [Asokan 2000, p23] 
Although this method will fulfill the security needs of the mobile ad hoc network that was 
setup in the example above, this method obviously has limitations which will make the use of 
this method impractical in large dynamic groups. 
The third method to overcome the lack of centralized certification authority is based on a 
self-organized public-key infrastructure. This method is similar to PGP where the users issue 
public-key certificates. In this method each user maintains a local certificate repository that 
contains a limited number of certificates. When a user wants to obtain the public key of 
another user, they combine their local certificate repositories, and the sender tries to find an 
appropriate certificate chain between the sender and the receiver in the merged repository 
[Hubaux 2001]. This method could be implemented on large number of users. However, it 
is not always possible to find a trusted certificate chain between the senders and receivers. 
The topic of key exchange in mobile ad hoc networks is one of the most challenging issues in 
this area. It will be a good topic for conducting future research on the effectiveness of the 
three methods discussed above and to find out other ways to overcome the lack of centralized 
certification authority in mobile ad hoc networks. 
Nonetheless, the discussed methods above seem to satisfy at least the minimum requirements 
for a secure mobile ad hoc network that depends on the security policies and the applications 
in which the mobile hosts will be conducting. 
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5. 2. 3 Deallocation 
Vulnerabilities due to improper deallocation are hard to envision in mobile ad hoc network. 
There could be vulnerabilities due to physical and logical scavenging such as searching for 
data residual left on a physical devises. A device that was a member of the ad hoc network at 
one point could reuse old data to get in to the network. Ways to prevent vulnerabilities due 
to improper allocation such as encryption have been discusses in the Section 5.2.2 
5. 2. 4 Randomness 
In section 4.3 this study proposed the elimination of this category since there were not 
enough vulnerabilities present under this category to justify its existence. Vulnerabilities due 
to improper randomness which could be brought up in mobile ad hoc network are 
vulnerabilities due to weak encryption or passwords. Those vulnerabilities as explained in 
Section 4.3 could be argued to be included in the validation and the exposure categories. 
5.3 Conclusions 
This study is complementary to Lough's Ph.D dissertation [Lough 2001]. The study 
answered the two questions set in chapter one of this study. Chapters three and four 
demonstrate that, indeed, all of the CERT recorded computer vulnerabilities could be 
categorized using Lough's VERDICT taxonomy. Chapter four provided the research 
findings, and also showed that the taxonomy with some modifications satisfied the taxonomy 
requirements set in Section 2.1. Chapter five illustrated that applying the VERDICT 
taxonomy on a new technology, mobile ad hoc network, identified areas of vulnerabilities 
and provided solutions to those security vulnerability. 
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APPENDIX A 
Table Al. Neumann and Parker's Computer misuse techniques 
Neumann and Parker' s Computer misuse techniques [Neumann 1989] 
1- External misuse 
Generally non technological and unobserved, physically separate from computer and 
communication facilities, for example visual spying 
2- Hardware misuse 
a) Passive, with no (immediate) side effects 
b) Active, with side effects 
3- Masquerading Impersonation 
Playback and spoofing attacks etc 
4- Setting up subsequent misuse 
Planting and arming malicious software 
5- Bypassing intended controls 
Circumvention of existing controls or improper acquisition of otherwise denied authority 
6- Active misuse of resources 
Misuse of (apparently) conferred authority that alters the system or its data. 
7- Passive misuse of resources Misuse 
of (apparently) conferred reading authority 
8- Misuse resulting from inaction 
Failure to avert a potential problem in a timely fashion, or an error of omission, for 
example 
9- Use as an indirect aid in committing other misuse 
a) As a tool in planning computer misuse etc 
b) As a tool in planning criminal/unethical activity 
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Table A2. Lindqvist and Jonsson's Intrusion Te.chniques_ 
Lindqvist and Jonsson's Intrusion Techniques [Lindqvist 1997] 
Neumann and Parker Lindqvist and Jonsson 
5- Bypassing intended controls Password attacks Capture 
Guessing 
Spoofing privileged programs 
Utilizing weak authentication 
6- active misuse of resources Exploiting inadvertent write permission 
Resource exhaustion 
7- Passive misuse of resources Manual browsing 
Automated searching Using a personal tool 
Using a publicly available tool 
Table A3. Research in Secured Operating Systems (RISOS) categories 
Research in Secured Operating Systems categories [Lough 2001] 
Incomplete Parameter Validation 
Inconsistent Parameter Validation 
Implicit Sharing Of Privileged/ Confidential Data 
Asynchronous-Validation / Inadequate-Serialization 
Inadequate Identification / Authentication / Authorization 
Violable Prohibition/ Limit 
Exploitable Logic Error 
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Table A4. Protection Analysis categories 
Protection Analysis categories [Lough 2001] 
Consistency of Data Over Time: (Integrity must be maintained) 
Validation of Operands: (Integrity of input data) 
Residuals: (Information that is "left over") 
Naming: (Must have resolution in objects; No ambiguity) 
Domain: (Security boundaries must be maintained) 
Serialization: (Some objects are not concurrent) 
Interrupted atomic Operations: (Some objects are atomic) 
Exposed Representations: (Data hiding must be maintained) 
Queue Management Dependencies: (Overflowing bounds) 
Critical Operator Selection Errors: (Programming errors) 
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APPENDIXB 
This appendix includes lists of the CERT vulnerabilities records as used in this study' s 
database for the purpose of associating each record with the categories in Lough's VERDICT 
taxonomy. For complete information on each record go to 
http://www.kb.cert.org/vuls/html/search 
Table Bl. CERT vulnerabilities used in this study 
List of all 421 CERT vulnerabilities used in this study 
I ID I Name 
VU#994851 Microsoft Services for UNIX Telnet server is vulnerable to denial of service via memory leak 
VU#991240 Compaq web-enabled management software acts as generic proxy 
VU#990451 AOL Instant Messenger vulnerable to DoS via crafted WAV file 
VU#988768 Microsoft Internet Explorer (IE) permits modification of URL displayed in address bar 
VU#987632 NewsDaemon does not adequately filter user input to $user_username 
VU#986843 WS~FTP Server vuinerabie to b·uffer overflow via long string sent as argument to ftp command 
VU#985347 iPlanet Web Server Enterprise Edition and Netscape Enterprise Server Web Publisher command exposes server 
to brute force attack 
VU#984555 Default instaliations of the Lotus Domino web server disclose system information via HTTP headers 
VU#982616 KbEi kdesu 'keep password' option does not verify socket listener potentially exposing SU password 
VU#98 l 65 l Gaucho Technologies Resin vulnerable to Cross-Site Scripting via passing of user input directly to default error 
page 
VU#980499 Certain MIME types can cause Internet Explorer to execute arbitrary code when rendering HTML 
VU#97725 l Oracle 9iAS XSQI.. Servlet ignores file permissions allowing arbitrary users to view sensitive configuration files 
VU#976280 Multiple networking devices allow SNMP objects to be viewed/modified via ILMI community string 
VU#972499 AOL Instant Messenger vulnerable to buffer overflow via long filename 
VU#971 l 79 UUCP package contains multiple buffer overflows via long string of characters sent as command line argument 
VU#970472 Network Time Protocol ([x]ntpd) daemon contains buffer overflow in ntp_control:ctl_getitem() function 
VU#968 l 87 Cisco SN 5420 Storage Router vulnerable to DoS via HTTP request conta ining long headers 
VU#966075 HP~UX vulnerable to buffer overflow in line printer daemon (rlpdaemon) via crafted print request 
VU#964488 ISC inn creates temporary files insecurely 
VU#960877 Red Hat linux restore uses insecure environment variables allowing root compromise 
VU#95921 l Microsoft IIS vulnerable to DoS via invalid request for very long WebDAV requests 
VU#959207 Lotus Notes Java VM leaks file existence through timing difference in ECLs 
VU#95261 l Microsoft Internet Explorer (IE) calls telnet.exe with unsafe command~line arguments ("Telnet Invocation") 
VU#952336 Microsoft Index Server/Indexing Service used by IIS 4.0/5.0 contains uricheck:ed buffer used when encoding 
double-byte characters 
VU#952 l 71 Hewlett Packard OpenView and Tivol i Netview do not adequately validate SNMP trap arguments 
VU#95 l 555 Microsoft Windows Universal Plug and Play (UPNP) vulnerable to buffer overflow via maiformed advertisement 
packets 
VU#945747 Mac OS X executes 'recent items' with privileges of foreground application 
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Table Bl. ( continued) 
VU#945216 SSH CRC32 attack detection code contains remote integer overflow 
VU#943633 FreeBSDcanbe compromised ioc:aliyvia sigmiiha11diers··· 
VU#943536 ISC lnterNetNews (INN) innfeed contains buffer overflow 
VU#936683 iviuitipie implementations oftiie RAbiUs profoc:ofdonot adequately validate the 11endor~le11gth ·of the vendor-
specific attributes 
VU#936507 6rade91AS allows access to C:Gi script sourc:ec:ocle within CGl~BIN directory .. 
VU#935800 MuiiipieversionsofOpe11LDAP.arevui11erableto.de11iai~oi~servic:eattac:ks 
VU#932283 Mic:rosciiti11ter11eiExplorer HTML rendering engine contains buffer overflow proc:essingSRC attribute of HTML. 
<EMBED> directive 
VU#927256 ii,faridrakesoit Mandrake Linux Apache detauiiconfiguration enables Perl ProxyPass server on 8200/tc:p . 
VU#923395 Oraciesi Application Server Apache PL/SOL module vulnerable fo buffer overflow via c:ac:he directory name 
VU#92093 l phpBB does riot adequateiy validate user input for language seiection therebyailowing user to execute arbitrary 
php code 
VU#916443 Digital Unix msgchk vulnerable to buffer overflow via long string of characters 
VU#914859 lliiic:rosoftWiridciws index Server discloses sensitive configuration information via crafted request to .. 
SQLQHit.asp sample application 
VU#913704 rillaridrakeSoftllllandrake Linux Apache default configuration enables directory indexing 
VU#90861 l Compaq Insight Manager XE buffer overflow in SNMP and DMI functionality 
VU#907819 Aol111sta11iMessenger client for Windows contains a buffer overflow while parsing TLV Ox.2711 packets 
VU#905795 OpenSSH fails to properly apply source IP based access control restrictions 
VU#89893 l Multiple vendors' RADIUS implementations do riot adequately validate user input thereby permitting Dos and 
arbitrary command execution via 'radiusd' daemon 
VU#898480 MandrakeSoft Mandrake Uriux Apache defauit configuration sample programs disclose server information 
VU#895496 Hewlett~Packard MPE/ix contains vulnerabitily via architecied interface faciiity 
VU#890128 Lotus Domino vuinerable to a denial of service via DOS device request. 
VU#888283 TrendMicro lnterScan WebManager contains buffer overflow in RegGo.dll 
VU#886953 IBM AIX setsenv buffer overflow 
VU#886083 VVU~FTPD does not properly handle file name globbing 
VU#880624 Compaq Tru64 Unix inetd vulnerable to DoS 
VU#878603 Oracie9i Application Server Apache PUSQL module vulnerable to buffer overflow via HTTP Authorization 
header 
VU#8778 l l Buffer overflow vulnerability in pwck command line utility 
VU#872443 IBMAIX 11slookup buffer overflow in hostname to lookup 
VU#872257 IBM AIX enq buffer overflow in -M argument 
VU#869360 Unauthentic ,;Microsoft Corporation;' certificates issued by Verisign to an unidentifed person 
VU#869184 Oracle Internet Directory contains multiple vulnerabilities in LDAP handling code 
VU#868916 ISC BIND 4 contains input validation error in nslookupComplain() 
VU#860296 CDE dtprintinfo contains local buffer overflow in Help window via clipboard copy 
VU#855723 Microsoft VVinclows 2060 Telnet Service fails to enforce timeouts on idle telnet sessions 
VU#855195 Cisco SN 5420 Storage Router vulnerable to DoS via fragmented packet sent over Gigabit interface 
VU#854306 Multiple vuinerabilities in SNMPv1 request handliAg 
VU#850440 SSH1 may generate weak passphrase when using Secure RPC 
VU#848944 Cisco IOS creates SNMP read-only community string 
VU#847803 Php variables passed from the browser are stored in globai context 
VU#846832 glibc u11sete11v faiis to properly handle environment variables passed more than once to a program 
VU#840665 Cisco 10stx12-X15 has default SNMP read/write string of ''cable-docsis" 
VU#833459 Cisco SN 5420 Storage Router faiis to properly authenticate user before granting read access to configuration 
file 
VU#825275 NSI RWhoisd contains format string vulnerability in print_error() 
VU#818496 Microsoft Windows 2000 Workstation in mixed-mode domain may ignore domain account lockout restriction due 
to flaw in NTLM authentication 
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Table Bl. (continued) 
VU#814187 Symantec LiveUpdate stores proxy server passwords in plaintext in registry 
VU#812515 Cisco IOSHTTP server authentication vulnerability allows remote attackers to execute arbitrary commands 
VU#808633 IBM AIX digest buffer overflow in filename argument to command 
VU#808552 Multipie ftpd implementations contain buffer overflows 
VU#805915 Oracle9i Application Server Apache PUSQL module does not properly handle HTTP Authorization header 
VU#800893 Microsoft internet Explorer vulnerable fo file disdosure via code containing GetObject() function 
VU#79861 l Oracle 9iAS contains cross-site scripting vulnerability in "htp.print" 
VU#798263 Taylor UUCP Package fails to properly filter command line arguments 
VU#797027 OpenSSH does not initialize PAM session thereby allowing PAM restrictions to be bypassed 
VU#796584 Microsoft Windows 2000 Internet Information Server (IIS) and Exchange 2000 vulnerable to Dos via malformed 
URL (MS01-014) 
VU#795707 ScreamingMedia SITEware does not adequately validate user input thereby allowing arbitrary file disclosure via 
directory traversal 
VU#789543 IIS decodes filenames superfluously after applying security checks 
VU#786900 SSH host key authentication can be bypassed when DNS is used to resolve localhost 
VU#782155 OpenView Network Node Manager contains vulnerability allowing for privilege escalation 
VU#776781 tcpdump vulnerable to buffer overflow via parsing of AFS ACL packets 
VU#774587 Kerberos Telnet protocol does not adequately protect authentication and encryption options 
VU#765256 Network Associates PGP Keyserver contains multiple vulnerabilities in LDAP handling code 
VU#763400 Microsoft Exchange LDAP Service is vulnerable to denial-of-service attacks 
VU#759265 Kerberos client code buffer overflow in kdc_reply_cipher() 
VU#758483 Oracle9i Application Server Apache PUSQL module does not properly decode URL 
VU#756019 Beck GmbH IPC@Chip TelnetD vulnerable to account lockout via idle telnet connection 
VU#750299 Oracle9i Application Server Apache PUSQL module vulnerable to buffer overflow via HTTP request 
VU#747736 sc66penServer/lJnixWare vi creates temporary files insecurely 
VU#747124 ADK flaw in recent versions of PGP 
VU#745371 Muitiple vendor telnet daemons vulnerable to buffer overflow via crafted protocol options 
VU#739201 IBM AIX setclock buffer overflow in remote timeserver argument 
VU#737451 SSH Secure Shell sshd2 does not adequately authenticate logins to accounts with encrypted password fields 
containing two or fewer characters 
VU#736923 Oracle 9iAS SOAP components allow anonymous users to deploy applications by default 
VU#726891 Novell Groupwise contains protocol implementation vulnerability allowing email to be viewed by unauthorized 
user 
VU#726187 HP-UX kernel specifies incorrect arguments for setrlimit() 
VU#722143 IBM AIX line printer daemon contains a buffer overflow in send_status() 
VU#718971 Beck GmbH IPC@CHIP HTTPD vulernable to arbitrary file disclosure 
VU#717827 Multiple Oracle 9iAS sample pages contain vulnerabilities 
VU#717380 Potential vulnerabilities in Qualcomm Eudora WorldMail Server LDAP handling code 
VU#715973 ISC BIND 8.2.2-P6 vulnerable to DoS via compressed zone transfer, aka the "zxfr bug" 
VU#712723 Oracle 9iAS default configuration uses well-known default passwords 
VU#712632 Hewlett-Packard HP-lJX Software Distributor (SD-UX) contains vulnerability permitting privilege escalation 
VU#710347 AOL Instant Messenger vulnerable to DoS via crafted GIF file 
VU#704976 Aladdin Ghostscript LD_RUN_PATH environment variable allows libraries to be loaded from current directory 
VU#700575 Buffer overflows in Microsoft SOL Server 7.0 and SOL Server 2000 
VU#700216 KDE KFM creates temporary files insecurely 
VU#698640 Linux kernel does not properly validate user input via sysctl for negative value 
VU#698467 Oracle 9iAS default configuration allows access to "globals.jsa" file 
VU#688960 Teamware Office contains multiple vulnerabilities in LDAP handling code 
VU#686403 Id.so fails to unset LD_PRELOAD before executing suid root programs 
VU#684820 SSH-1 allows client authentication to be forwarded by a malicious server to another server 
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VU#683765 AOL Instant Messenger vulnerable to denial of service via crafted file name 
VU#683677 Cisco IOS software vulnerable to bas via HTTP request containing "?f' 
VU#677611 SCO UnixWare bnuconvert contains buffer overflow via long string of characters sent as command line 
argument 
VU#676552 Lotus Domino vulnerable to Dos via crafted Unicode GET request 
VU#672683 Apache Tomcat vulnerable to Cross-Site Scripting via passing of user input directly to default error page 
VU#671444 Input validation error in quikstore.cgi aliows attackers to execute commands 
VU#670568 Samba creates temporary files insecurely 
VU#666872 Buffer Overflow in Lotus Domino Mail Server 
VU#665372 SSH connections using RC4 and password authentication can be replayed 
VU#664141 bebian glibc 2 symlinkissue could allow arbitrary file overwriting 
VU#659043 Oracle9i Application Server Apache PUSQL module vulnerable to buffer overflow via Database Access 
Descriptor password 
VU#657899 Lotus Notes does not adequately secure databases thereby permitting arbitrary user to extract file attachments 
via NSFDbReadObject function call 
VU#657547 Critical Path directory products contain multiple vulnerabilities in LDAP handling code 
VU#656315 Cisco IOS vulnerable to DoS via crafted PPTP packet sent to port 1723/tcp 
VU#655259 OpenSSH allows arbitrary file deletion via symlink redirection of temporary file 
VU#655248 Microsoft Index Server contains buffer overflow 
VU#654643 Allaire JRun Java Application Server vulnerable to Cross-Site Scripting via passing of user input directly to 
default error page 
VU#65 ! 994 SEDUM HTTP server permits directory traversal· 
VU#649979 Oracle9iAS Web Cache vulnerable to buffer overflow 
VU#648304 Sun Solaris DMI to SNMP mapper daemon snmpXdmid contains buffer overflow 
VU#648131 Microsoft vvindows 2000 Telnet Service allows unprivileged local users to terminate sessions via unprotected 
system calls 
VU#645400 Cisco IOS/CatOS exposes read-write SNMP community string via traversal of View-based Access Control MIB 
(VACM) using read-only community string 
VU#642760 Lotus Domino vulnerable to DoS via large crafted URL request 
VU#642239 Lotus Domino Server R5 vulnerable to Cross-Site Scripting via passing of user input directly to default error 
page 
VU#640827 IBM AIX Parallel Systems Support Program (PSSP) contains vulnerability in File Collections subsystem allowing 
arbitrary access to sensitive configuration files 
VU#639760 WU-FTPD configured to use RFC 931 authentication running in debug mode contains format string vulnerability 
VU#639507 Cisco PIX Firewall Manager stores enable password in plain text 
VU#638011 HP-UX Urie Printer Daemon Vulnerable to Directory Traversal 
VU#635463 Microsoft SQL Server and Microsoft Data Engine (MSDE) ship with a null default password 
VU#634847 XDMCP leaks sensitive information by default configuration 
VU#626919 Race condition in periodic 
VU#626395 Microsoft Internet Explorer <OBJECT> Tag Permits Remote Command Execution 
VU#620495 Oracle Bi contains buffer overflow in TNS Listener 
VU#619707 Microsoft SQL Server contains buffer overflows in openrowset and opendatasource macros 
VU#613459 Squid Proxy Server contains buffer overflow in parsing of the authentication portion of FTP URLs 
VU#611776 Oracle9i Application Server PUSQL Gateway web administration interface uses null authentication by default 
VU#610904 Oracle Internet Directory LDAP Daemon does not check write permissions properly 
VU#609840 RSA Security ACE/Agent for Windows, ACE/Agent for Windows NT, and ACE/Agent for Windows 2000 do not 
properly handle null characters in URL 
VU#602625 KTH Kerberos environment variables krb4proxy and KRBCONFDIR may be used insecurely 
VU#601312 Lotus Domino vulnerable to DoS via crafted HTTP header requests 
VU#598581 AT&T WinVNC server contains buffer overflow in Log.cpp 
VU#598147 Microsoft Internet Explorer does not properly handle document.open() 
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VU#596827 Weaknesses in the SSH protocol simplify brute-force attacks against passwords typed in an existing SSH 
session 
VU#595507 Common Desktop Environment (COE) ToolTalk RPC Server rpc.ttdbserverd contains format string vulnerability 
VU#59357I SCO UnixWare uux contains buffer overflow via long string of characters sent as command line argument 
VU#593299 BSD-derived ftpd replydirname() in ftpd.c contains one-byte overflow 
VU#590487 Lotus Domino vulnerable to directory traversal, aka "Domino Server Directory Transversal Vulnerability" 
VU#589523 Multiple implementations of the RADIUS protocol contain a digest calculation buffer overflow 
VU#587587 Microsoft Windows 2000 Telnet Service uses named pipes with predictable names 
VU#585123 Microsoifinternet Explorer executes script code in cookies in the Local Computer zone 
VU#583I84 Lotus Domino R5 Server Family contains multiple vulnerabilities in LDAP handling code 
VU#58I603 Microsoft Services for UNIX Network File System (NFS) server is vulnerable to denial of service via memory leak 
VU#579928 diffutils saiff creates temporary files insecurely 
VU#574739 Beck GmbH IPC@Chip does not adequately validate user input thereby disclosing sensitive network data via 
crafted URL 
VU#573I55 Microsoft Windows 2000 Telnet Service searches all trusted domains for user accounts 
VU#572I83 ISC BIND 4 contains buffer overflow in nslookupComplain() 
VU#570952 Redhat Linux diskcheck.pl creates predictable temporary file and fails to check for existing symbolic link of same 
name 
VU#570330 MS Windows NT Terminal Server 4.0 buffer overflow in regapi.dll allows remote code execution or DoS 
VU#570I67 ICQ contains a buffer overflow while processing Voice Video & Games feature requests 
VU#569272 System V derived login contains a remotely exploitable buffer overflow 
VU#566640 pgp4pine fails to properly check for expired public keys 
VU#565052 Passwords sent via SSH encrypted with RC4 can be easily cracked 
VU#560659 IBM WebSphere vulnerable to Cross-Site Scripting via passing of user input directly to default error page 
VU#557136 Cayman gateways ship with null administrative and user level passwords 
VU#555464 Lotus bomino vulnerable to DoS via many large connects sent to 63148/TCP 
VU#548515 Multiple intrusion detection systems may be circumvented via %u encoding 
VU#547459 Oracle 9iAS creates temporary files when processing JSP requests that are world-readable 
VU#544555 Microsoft Internet Information Server 4.0 (IIS) vulnerable to DoS when URL redirecting is enabled 
VU#541384 AOL. Instant Messenger saves code embedded in image tag to conversation log which could be 
viewed/executed by a browser 
VU#530299 AOL Instant Messenger vulnerable to buffer overflow via numerous fonts sent to client followed by < HR> 
VU#516659 Cisco 6400 Access Concentrator Node Route Processor 2 (NRP2) module permits telnet access when no 
password has been set 
VU#516648 Microsoft Windows 2000/lnternet Information Server (IIS) 5.0 Internet Printing Protocol (IPP) ISAPI contains 
buffer overflow (MS01-023) 
VU#50777I AOL Instant Messenger vulnerable to DoS via crafted packets 
VU#505564 IBM SecureWay Directory is vulnerable to denial-of-service attacks via LDAP handling code 
VU#500379 AOLServer contains buffer overflow in ParseAuth() 
VU#500203 Oracle9i Application Server Apache PUSQL module vulnerable to buffer overflow via help page request 
VU#500027 3Com HomeConnect Cable Modem vulnerable to DoS via long string of characters 
VU#498440 Multiple TCP/IP implementations may use statistically predictable initial sequence numbers 
VU#496064 ibrow NewsDesk does not adequately filter input passed to open() 
VU#490344 Alcatel ADSL modems provide unauthenticated TFTP access via physical WAN interface 
VU#489995 SCO UnixWare uuxcmd contains buffer overflow via long string of characters sent as command line argument 
VU#48401 I Solaris Line Printer Daemon (in.lpd) vulnerable to buffer overflow via transfer job routine 
VU#4766I9 Oracle 9iAS default configuration allows arbitrary users to view sensitive configuration files 
VU#476267 Standard HTML form implementation contains vulnerability allowing malicious user to access SMTP, NNTP, 
POP3, and other services via crafted HTML page 
VU#475645 Macromedia Flash plug-in contains buffer overflow 
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VU#474592 AOL Instant Messenger contains buffer overflows in parsing of AIM URI handler requests 
VU#470543 Sun Microsystems Keys exposed and revoked 
VU#466239 IBM AIX line printer daemon contains a buffer overflow in chk_fhost() 
VU#465971 BSCW vulnerable to arbitrary file overwriting via symlink redirection of temporary file 
VU#461219 Beck GmbH IPC@Chip TelnetD service ships with inadequately protected default account 
VU#457787 Mk:rosoft lnternefExplorer download dialog may not display corripiete filenames 
VU#451275 Curses library vulnerable to buffer overflow 
VU#45 l 096 Oliver Debon Flash plug-in vulnerable to buffer overflow processing incorrectly formatted sound file 
VU#446864 Sun Solaris mailx contains buffer overflow via -F option 
VU#446689 Check Point FireWall-1 allows fragmented packets through firewall if Fast Mode is enabied 
VU#443699 Microsoft Internet Explorer Does Not Respect Content-Disposition and Content-Type MIME Headers 
VU#440539 Digital Unix msgchk vulnerable to file contents disclosure via symlink redirection of profile 
VU#439835 Microsoft Frontpage Server Remote AppHcation Deployment (RAD) component vulnerable to buffer overflow via 
malformed packet sent to server component 
VU#439395 Apache web server performs case sensitive filtering on Mac OS X HFS+ case insensitive filesystem 
VU#435963 Microsoft Windows 2000 SMTP service fails to properly authenticate credentials of unauthorized user (MS01-
037) 
VU#433499 IBM AIX portmir vulnerable to buffer overflow via echo_error 
VU#426459 Beck GmbH IPC@Chip FtpD allows an attacker to gain access to the device 
VU#426456 gpm creates temporary files insecurely 
VU#426273 KTH Kerberos filesystem race condition on tickets stored in /Imp 
VU#424080 shadow-ulils useradd creates temporary files insecurely 
VU#420475 Hewlett-Packard Virtual Vault OS (WOS) contains vulnerability in mkacct program 
VU#4 l 72 l 6 sort creates temporary files insecurely 
VU#4 l l 059 Microsoft Windows Universal Plug and Play (UPNP) fails to limit the data returned in response to a NOTIFY 
message 
VU#408419 OpenSSH contains a one-off overflow of an array in the channel handling code 
VU#405075 Microsoft Windows 2000 Telnet Service fails to reject oversized username input values 
VU#403307 Seagate Crystal Reports exposes cleartext username/password pairs when embedded in URL or HTTP request 
VU#403051 GnuPG format string vulnerability in do_get() in ttyio.c while prompting for a new filename 
VU#401808 exuberant-ctags creates temporary files insecurely 
VU#399355 Cisco IOS and CatOS fail to properly validate ARP packets thereby overwriting device's MAC address in ARP 
table 
VU#399087 Internet Explorer incorrectly validates certificates when CRL checking is enabled 
VU#396624 Hewlett-Packard MPE/iX NM Debug does not always handle breakpoints correctly 
VU#396272 mgetty creates temporary files insecurely 
VU#391347 phpSecurePages allows remote code execution 
VU#390280 KTH Kerberos Telnet implementations do not strictly enforce client encryption request 
VU#388183 IBM AIX line printer daemon contains a buffer overflow in kill_print() 
VU#386504 glibc does not check SUID bit on libraries in /etc/Id.so.cache 
VU#382365 LPRng can pass user-supplied input as a format string parameter to syslog() calls 
VU#369427 Format string vulnerability in libutil pw_error(3) function 
VU#368819 Double Free Bug in zlib Compression Library Corrupts malloc's Internal Data Structures 
VU#367320 MySQL monitor drop database command contains buffer overflow 
VU#363181 OpenSSH disregards client configuration and allows server access to ssh-agent and/or X11 after session 
negotiation 
VU#362483 Cisco IOS Firewall Feature Set fails to check IP protocol type thereby allowing packets to bypass dynamic 
access control lists 
VU#361600 Web-based email services filtering systems vulnerable to malicous script execution 
VU#358960 BSD i386_set_ldt syscall does not appropriately validate call gate targets 
VU#356323 Netscape vulnerable to arbitrary file overwriting via symlink redirection of temporary file 
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VU#354648 Microsoft Windows NT 4.0/TSE Winsock2ProtocolCatalogMutex has insecure permissions 
VU#349019 Tripwire vulnerat:>ie to arbitrary tiie overwriting via symlinl< redirection of temporary file 
VU#348040 RSA Security ACE/Agent for Windows, ACE/Agent for Windows NT, and ACE/Agent for Windows 2000 do not 
properly handle URL encoded characters in URL 
VU#342768 getty_ps creates temporary files insecurely 
VU#332299 Lotus Domino. RS Server vuirieral:>ie to bos. via nmap RPC scan 011 port 443/tcp 
VU#327281 Solaris rpc.yppasswdd does not adequately check input allowing users to execute arbitrary code 
VU#32543 l Queries to isc BINbservei-s may disclose environment variables 
VU#321475 Ailaire CoiciFusion Server contains vulnerability allowing templates io be overwritten by zero byte file of the 
same name 
VU#320944 RhinoSoft FTP Voyager Ftp Tree incorrectly marked ''safe for scripting" 
VU#315308 Weak CRC aliows last block oflbi:A-encrypted SSH packet to be changed without notice 
VU#314776 Hewlett Packard HP-UX pcltotiff is installed with insecure permissions 
VU#314347 phpBB does not adequately validate user input thereby allowing user to gain escalated privileges via 
manipulated SQL query 
VU#313280 Oracle9i Application Server Apache PUSQL module vulnerable to buffer overflow via HTTP Location header 
VU#312761 Cayman gateways are vulnerable to a denial of service via a portscan 
VU#310816 RIT Research Labs The Bat! does not properly parse characters not followed by a character 
VU#3 l 0387 Cisco ibs discloses fragments of previous packets when Express Forwarding is enabled 
VU#310295 Check Point RDP Bypass Vulnerability 
VU#307835 Oracle9i Application Server O\/VA_UTIL procedures expose sensitive information 
VU#303080 AT&TWinVNC client authentication process vulnerable to man-in-the-middle attack 
VU#297363 PHP contains vulnerability in ;'php_mime_split'' function allowing arbitrary code execution 
VU#287067 Microsoft PowerPoint and Excel fall to properly detect macros thereby automatically executing malicious code 
via crafted document (MS01-050) 
VU#279763 RhinoSoft Serv-U remote administration ciient transmits password in plaintext 
VU#278971 Oracle 9i Application Server does not adequately handle requests for nonexistent JSP files thereby disclosing 
web folder path information 
VU#276944 iPlanet Directory Server contains multiple vulnerabilities in LDAP handling code 
VU#276767 iPlanetweb servers expose sensitive data via buffer overflow 
VU#275979 Compaq web-enabled management software buffer overflow vulnerability 
VU#274043 BSD Line Printer Daemon vulnerable to buffer overflow via crafted print request 
VU#270083 IBM VisualAge Professional vulnerable to Cross-Site Scripting via passing of user input directly to default error 
page . . .. 
VU#268848 Hewlett Packard HP-UX text editors contain buffer overflow 
VU#266032 Microsoft Visual Studio VB-TSQL debugger object vbsdicli.exe contains buffer overflow via NewSPID method 
VU#264272 Microsoft Internet Information Server (IIS) discloses contents of files via crafted request containing "%3F+.htr" 
VU#258731 Check Point VPN-1/FireWall-1 4.1 on Nokia IPXXX firewall appliance retransmits original packets 
VU#258632 SGI IRIX Embedded Support Partner (ESP) service rpc.espd contains buffer overflow 
VU#249579 klogd does not adequately handle NULL byte when parsing text using LogLine( ) 
VU#249491 IBM AIX login fails to adequately authenticate user when configured to use loadable authentication modules 
VU#249224 Hewlett-Packard HP-UX newgrp command does not function properly 
VU#247371 Borland/lnprise lnterl:>ase SQL database server contains backdoor superuser account with known password 
VU#243592 Alcatel ADSL modems provide EXPERT administrative account with an easily reversible encrypted password 
VU#234971 moci_ssl and Apache_SSL modules contain a buffer overflow in the implementation of the OpenSSL 
"i2d_SSL_SESSION" routine 
VU#233200 GnuPG contains format-string vulnerability in handling of encrypted data filename 
VU#228186 Hot Standby Router Protocol (HSRP) uses weak authentication 
VU#227312 Aladdin Ghostscript creates insecure temporary files allowing a local user to create symbolic links to other files 
VU#219043 Netwin Surge FTP Server does not adequately validate user input thereby allowing directory traversal 
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VU#215259 Microsoft Windows 2000 Telnet Service contains handle leak 
VU#212088 Alcatel ADSL modems contain a null default password 
VU#21 l 736 Alcatel ADSL modems grant unauthenticated TFTP access via Bounce Attacks 
VU#206723 Network Associates CSMAP and smap/smapd vulnerable to buffer overflow thereby allowing arbitrary command 
execution 
VU#206019 SCO UnixWare uuxqt contains buffer overflow via long string of characters sent as command line argument 
VU#200123 SC() UnixWare uucico contains buffer overflow via long string of characters sent as command line argument 
VU# 198979 Beck GmbH IPC@Cllip Telnet[) vulnerable to brute-force password attack 
VU#l98355 ISC BIND 8.2.2-P6 vulnerable to DoS when processing SRV records, aka the "srv bug" 
VU#l97477 AT&T\1\/in\/NC allows user access to passwords and configuration via weak registry permissions 
VU#l96945 ISC BIND 8 contains buffer overflow in transaction signature (TSIG) handling code 
VU# 193523 Oracle9i Appiicaiion Server allows unauthenticated access to PUSQL applications via alternate Database 
Access Descriptor 
VU# 191763 iPlanet Web Server Enterprise Edition and Netscape Enterprise Server malformed Web Publisher command 
causes denial-of-service 
VU#l90267 McAfee ASaP VirusScan service does not adequately validate input thereby permitting directory traversal via 
crafted URL sent to port 6515/tcp 
VU#l85251 cgiemail web-based email system does not adequately validate user input thereby causing buffer overflow in 
cgisco.c 
VU#l82777 IBM AIX nslookup buffer overflow in lex routines 
VU#l80147 Oracle 9i Database Server PUSQL module allows remote command execution without authentication 
VU#l 78560 Dallas Semiconductor iButton DS1991 vulnerable to dictionary attack 
VU# 178024 Cisco IOS vulnerable to deferred DoS via SYN scan to certain TCP port ranges 
VU# 176972 Lotus Domino SMTP Server Allows Anonymous Relay of Quoted Addresses 
VU# 176888 Linux kernel contains race condition via ptrace/procfs/execve 
VU#l 74248 Cisco Content Services Switch (CSS) permits non-privileged user to enter debug mode 
VU#l 72583 Common Desktop Environment (CDE) Subprocess Control Service dtspcd contains buffer overflow 
VU#l68795 Oracle 9iAS allows anonymous remote users to view sensitive Apache services by default 
VU# 167739 Trend Micro lnterScan eManager vulnerable to remotely exploitable buffer overflow 
VU#l67464 Robtex Viking Web Server permits traversal out of HTTP docs root directory 
VU#l65099 cryptcat does not encrypt data communications when -e command argument is used 
VU#l57447 OpenSSH UseLogin directive permits privilege escalation 
VU#l54976 Sun Solaris SNMP proxy agent /opVSUNWssp/bin/snmpd contains buffer overflow 
VU# 153653 Linux dump uses environment variables insecurely, allowing for root compromise 
VU# 149424 Outlook Web Access (OWA) executes scripts contained in email attachment opened via Microsoft Internet 
Explorer (IE) 
VU# 145904 Microsoft Windows 2000 Kerberos service vulnerable to DoS via repeated invalid requests 
VU#l40723 Advanced Poll does not adequately authenticate users 
VU# 139491 Cisco IOS vulnerable to denial of service via Cisco Discovery Protocol 
VU#l39139 Air Messenger LAN Server (AMLServer) stores usernames and passwords in plaintext 
VU#l37544 Microsoft IIS FTP service searches all trusted domains for user accounts 
VU#l37024 Compaq web-enabled management software contains buffer overflow in authentication username 
VU#l35531 Allaire ColdFusion Server contains vulnerability allowing unauthorized user read/delete access to files 
VU#l32099 Jana Server does not adequately validate user input thereby allowing directory traversal 
VU# 131923 OpenSSL PRNG contains design flaw thereby allowing user to determine internal state and predict future output 
via multiple 1-byte PRNG requests 
VU# 131569 Microsoft Outlook View Control allows execution of arbitrary code and manipulation of user data 
VU# 127435 HPUX kmmodreg allows arbitrary file overwriting via symlink redirection of temporary file 
VU#l25235 Apache Web Server vulnerable to DoS via crafted HTTP request 
VU#l24352 HP-UX kermit contains local buffer overflow that allows denial-of-service 
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VU#l23651 IBM AIX lsfs utility invokes grep and lslv with relative pathnames 
VU# 123384 MySQL ciient contains buffer overflow 
VU#l21891 Buffer overflow vulnerability in grpck command line utility 
VU#l21099 ypbinci contains buffer overflow 
VU#l 19952 HP~i.Jx Support Tools Manager vulnerable to denial of service 
VU# 118892 bider SSH ciients do not aiiciw users to disabie X11 forwarding 
VU# 118277 The cii-acie internet bi rectory L6AP (oicirdapd) contains buffer overflow . 
VU#l 16875 Adobe PhotoC>eluxe does noiadequately restrict Java execution 
VU# 115112 Sun Solaris catman creates temporary files insecurely 
VU# 112912 Hewiett-Packard fvlPEllX iirikeciitor permits privilege escalation 
VU# 111947 Microsoft Exchange Outlook Web Access fans to authenticate users when searching the Global Address List 
VU# 111677 Microsoft irs 4.0 / s:o vulneratilelo directory traversal via extended Unicode in uri (MS00-078) 
VU# 110803 CrushFTP Server does not adequately filter user input thereby permitting directory traversal 
VU#l09475 Microsoft Windows NT and 2ciciODomain Name Servers allow non-autlioritativeRRs to be cached.by default 
VU#l07186 Muitipie vulnerabilities in SNMPv1 trap handling 
VU# l 06392 Cisco 105 vuinerable to bos via unrecognized transitive attribute in BGP UPDATE 
VU# 105347 xlllicb vulnerable to arbitrary fHe ciiierwrfring via symlink redirection of temporary fiie 
VU#l05259 Oracle Database Server vulnerable to DoS via repeated requests to Oracle listener without connecting to 
redirected port · 
VU# l 04823 Cayman gateways vulnerable to a denial of service via oversized ICMP echo (ping) requests 
VU#41408 Wang/Kodak.image.ScanActive:X Control 
VU#41301 
VU#40327 
VU#39001 
VU#38950 
VU#38336 
VU#37828 
VU#37526 
VU#36866 
VU#36764 
VU#36312 
VU#35958 
VU#35842 
VU#35626 
VU#35085 
VU#34453 
VU#34043 
VU#33433 
VU#32794 
VU#32650 
VU#32448 
VU#32231 
VU#31994 
VU#31607 
VU#31554 
VU#30308 
VU#29823 
VU#29795 
AOL Instant Messenger buffer overflow in screename 
OpenSSH UseLogin option allows remote execution of commands as root 
lpd allows options to be passed to sendmail 
MS Outlciok "Cache Bypass;, aliows attackers to circumvent Internet Zone security policy 
MIT Kerberos 5 ksu may allow either the '-r' or '-I' time-interval parameter to overflow the stack with the 
characters "d', 'h', 'm', or's' 
Internet Explorer DHTML"Download Behavior" can be tricked into exposing local files 
Netscape faiis to revalidate certificates if a user has previously acknowiedged a certificate to be non-matching 
Soiaris ufsrestore buffer overflow ill command pathname parameters for interactive session 
Syskey reuses keystream 
Cayman gateways are vulnerable to a denial of sevices via a long username or password 
IP Fragmentation benial~of-Service Vulnerabiiity in Firevitall-1 
man 'makewhatis' insecurely uses /tmp 
Office 2006 UA Control incorrectly marked safe for scripting 
Microsoft Internet Information Server (IIS) discloses contents of files via crafted request for .htr file 
SystemWizard Launch ActiveX Control lacks authentication 
rpc.statd vulnerable to remote root compromise via format string stack overwrite 
Filemaker Pro 5.0v3 and below does not adequately protect web-enabled databases 
iPlanet Web Server and Netscape Enterprise Server Web Publisher commands allow directory enumeration 
Denial of Service Attack in NetBIOS Services 
Due to insecure creation of configuration flies via KApplication-class, local users can create arbitrary files when 
running setuid root KDE programs 
Netscape Java Security Manager fails to prevent URLConnections through netscape.net.URLConnection Class 
MS ActiveMovieControl Object downloads arbitrary files 
Microsoft Windows 2000 Service Control Manager creates predictably named pipes 
Adobe Acrobat products have buffer overflow in the CIDFont /Registry and /Ordering entries 
lpd hostname authentication bypassed with spoofed DNS 
Format string input validation error in wu-ftpd site_exec() function 
HHOpen ActiveX Control buffer overflow in OpenHelp method 
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VU#28934 Sun Solaris sadmind buffer overflow in amsl_verify when requesting NETMGT _PROC_SERVICE 
VU#28565 Microsoft Internet Information Server (IIS) discloses contents of files via crafted request containing "+.htr" 
VU#28027 Distributed GL Daemon (DGLD) allows attackers to identify IRIX systems 
VU#27857 IE 5.01 will execute VBA code contained in Access databases when triggered from HTML code contained in an 
IFRAME 
VU#26924 Wang/Kodak Image Admin ActiveX Control 
VU#26188 Keys generated with PGP5i batch mode do not contain sufficient randomness on systems that use /dev/random 
VU#25919 Adobe Acrobat ActiveX Control buffer overflow in setview method 
VU#25701 Linux gpm daemon allows arbitrary file removal 
VU#25309 Weak CRC allows RC4 encrypted SSH1 packets to be modified without notice 
VU#25249 HHControl Object (showHelp) may execute shortcuts embedded in help files 
VU#24839 \Nang/Kodak Image Thumbnail Active)( Control 
VU#24447 AOL Instant Messenger exposes local file path during file transfers 
VU#24346 Cisco IOS software vulnerable to boS via HTTP request containing "%%" 
VU#24140 Linux kernel IP Masquerading ,;destination loose" (DLOOSE) configuration passes arbitrary UDP traffic 
VU#23495 tcpdump, ethereal vulnerable to DoS 
VU#23412 Wang/Kodak Image Annotation ActiveX Control 
VU#229 l 9 SystemWizard Registry Object ActiveX Control lacks authentication 
VU#22482 IE fails to check certificates properly if initial SSL connection originates in an IFRAME or Image 
VU#22404 telnet and rlogin URLs disclose sensitive information, including Environment variables 
VU#2209 l gpm-root fails to correctly release GID O membership for user defined menus 
VU#2085 l SGI IRIX df buffer overflow in directory argument 
VU#20276 'phf CGI Script fails to Guard Against newline Characters 
VU#l9124 SSH authentication agent follows symlinks via a UNIX domain socket 
VU#l8500 IBM AIX portmir buffer overflow 
VU#l8419 IBM AIX nslookup fails to drop root privileges 
VU#l8287 staid bounce vulnerability 
VU# 17566 sysback makes call to hostname without a fully qualified path specification 
VU# 17215 SGI systems may execute commands embedded in mail messages 
VU#l6532 BIND T_NXT record processing may cause buffer overflow 
VU#l3877 Weak CRC allows packet injection into SSH sessions encrypted with block ciphers 
VU#l3217 Problem with HP r-cmnds 
VU# 13145 BIND memcpy not bounded in case T _ SIG of rrextract() 
VU# 12746 Microsoft scriptlet.typlib ActiveX object unsafe for scripting from Internet Explorer 
VU#l0277 Various shells create temporary files insecurely when using« operator 
VU#9162 Wang/Kodak Image Edit ActiveX control 
VU#6733 PIX 'established' and 'conduit' command may have unexpected interactions 
VU#5962 Notes default EGL allows execution of unsigned code 
VU#5648 Buffer Overflows in various email clients 
VU#5053 Older Versions of Cisco PIX Firewall Manager permits retrieval of files 
VU#4923 Windows NT SNMP agent leaks memory 
VU#3062 Cenroll ActiveX Control allows creation of arbitrary files. 
VU#l673 Eyedog ActiveX control incorrectly marked "safe for scripting" 
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Table B2. CERT vulnerabilities omitted from this study 
List of the 8 CERT vulnerabilities omitted from this study 
I ID j Name 
VU#657547 Critical Path directory products contain multiple vulnerabilities in LDAP handling code 
VU#276944 iPlanet Directory Server contains multiple vulnerabilities in LDAP handling code 
VU#583184 Lotus Domino R5 Server Family contains multiple vulnerabilities in LDAP handling code 
VU#854306 Multiple vulnerabilities in SNMPv1 request handling 
VU#107186 Multiple vulnerabilities in SNMPv1 trap handling 
VU#765256 Network Associates PGP Keyserver contains multiple vulnerabilities in LDAP handling code 
VU#869184 Oracle Internet Directory contains multiple vulnerabilities in LDAP handling code 
VU#688960 Teamware Office contains multiple vulnerabilities in LDAP handling code 
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